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April 21, 2016
Ms. Teresa Polhemus
Executive Director / Secretary
Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA 02201
One Congress Street
10th Floor

Re: Letter of Interest to 115 Winthrop Square Request for Proposals (“RFP”)

Boston, Massachusetts 02114
(617) 248-8905

Dear Ms. Polhemus,
On behalf of The HYM Investment Group, LLC (HYM), I am pleased to present this letter of interest
as part of our comprehensive response to the Boston Redevelopment Authority’s (BRA) RFP for the
development of 115 Winthrop Square (aka 115 Federal Street). In collaboration with the Franciscan Friars
of Holy Name Province (HNP) of St. Anthony Shrine & Ministry Center, HYM proposes a truly unique,
innovative and transformative development plan that incorporates key existing civic institutions,
creates new community assets, and builds new civic spaces as its cornerstones to further stimulate
the revitalization and enhance the long-term vitality of the public realm of Downtown Boston.
Specifically, HYM is proposing to demolish the existing Winthrop Square Garage and create a new and
unique civic destination that will include a new public plaza surrounded by a new St. Anthony Shrine
Church, a new Friary and Ministry Center for HNP, and a new “Downtown Boston” school, each of which sit
atop a below-grade parking structure that ensures continued parking supply to the surrounding area.
All situated to interact with the existing Winthrop Square Park, along with creating new through-block
pedestrian connections between Federal Street and Devonshire Street, the new civic space created with
this proposed project will dramatically change and open up this area of Downtown Boston. After the
completion of this new civic destination, the existing St. Anthony Shrine on Arch Street will be replaced
with a new high-rise residential tower that is set back from Winthrop Square and not hemmed in on
three sides by other towers, as is likely to be the case in other proposals. This new residential tower will
bring new residents and improved vibrancy to this Downtown area. In addition to a mix of for-sale and
rental units, the residential tower will also have some unique features including a 10,000-square-foot
double-height practice and performance theater space, available to the public, and a “co-living” housing
component that will target a demographic who would otherwise be priced out of the downtown market.

The proposed project team includes highly skilled design, development, engineering,

A detailed description of the team — including qualifications, experience, key personnel — is included

and construction firms who will work thoughtfully, collaboratively and cohesively

later in this response. To summarize, each firm has achieved success in similarly complex projects in

throughout the various stages of the proposed development:

the Boston area and possesses a key set of core competencies, which, when combined, will lead to the
successful execution of our proposed concept and will help transform the future of Downtown Boston.

Proposed Development Team
The development team is led by HYM, who has a long and successful track record in managing the planning,
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state agencies and elected officials. HYM is currently active on several major development projects in
the Greater Boston area that encompass over 9.5 million square feet of development rights, including
the Redevelopment of the Government Center Garage and New Balance’s Boston Landing campus.
Furthermore, HYM’s economic capacity to execute the proposed plan is evident in our completion
over $800 million in real estate development projects and transactions over the last four years.
HYM, HNP, and the rest of the development team are very excited about the potential opportunity to redevelop
of the Winthrop Square Garage site and transform this part of Boston into a more vibrant place. We look
forward to continuing this process with the BRA. Thank you for your review and consideration of our response.
Best Regards,
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DEVELOPMENT TEAM

HYM has assembled a formidable project team includes highly skilled design, development,
engineering, and construction firms who will work thoughtfully, collaboratively, and cohesively
throughout the various stages of the proposed development. Many are regular collaborators
with HYM and each other, having worked closely with us on the planning of NorthPoint, the
design and construction of Twenty|20, and the Government Center Garage Redevelopment.
With their extensive experience with large-scale urban projects in and around the City,
this team has the capacity to deliver its transformative vision for Downtown Boston.
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Thomas N. O’Brien
Founding Partner, Managing Director
Tom is the Founding Partner and Managing Director of The HYM
Investment Group. He previously served as a Managing Partner
for JPI, a national owner of multifamily communities, and as a
Managing Director in Boston and New York for Tishman Speyer.
Tom also led the Boston Redevelopment Authority as its Director

THE HYM INVESTMENT GROUP

and Chief of Staff, overseeing the development of over 12 million

OWNER, DEVELOPER, PARTNER

General Counsel and Director of Finance at the Massachusetts

square feet of projects from 1994 to 2000. He served as the
Industrial Finance Agency from 1989 to 1994. In 2011, the Governor
appointed Tom to the Board of the Massachusetts Housing
Finance Agency. He is a graduate of Brown University and Suffolk
University Law School, and is admitted to the Massachusetts bar.

The HYM Investment Group, LLC is a Boston based real estate company that focuses on the

Paul Crisalli, PE, LEED AP

acquisition, development and management of complicated mixed-use urban projects with

Partner, Director of Operations

major residential, commercial and retail components. For over 35 years, HYM’s principals have

Paul is a Partner and Director of The HYM Investment Group

been working on real estate ventures in the Boston, New York and Washington, DC corridor.
HYM and its principals have a long and successful track record in planning, permitting,
financing, constructing and managing complicated mixed-use developments in both Boston
and Cambridge. HYM recently completed two successful, well-designed luxury apartment

and has over 37 years of real estate development and operations
experience in commercial and multifamily properties. Prior to
joining HYM he was responsible for all of JPI’s development
and investments in the New York Region and oversaw the
design and development of multifamily projects in their
Northeast Region. Prior to JPI he served Halpern Real Estate
Development Company and Halpern Building Corporation

buildings in East Cambridge (Twenty|20) and in the Seaport (Waterside Place). HYM is currently

in various capacities. Paul has also served as Chair, and is

active on several large-scale projects in the Boston and Cambridge areas, encompassing over

currently an Executive Board Member, of the Westchester/
Fairfield District Council of the Urban Land Institute. He

9.5 million square feet of development that incorporate residential and commercial uses.

is a graduate of Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.

Douglas J. Manz
The HYM Investment Group is focused on revitalizing and

officials. HYM has broad and strong working relationships

infilling central urban locations with a complement of uses to

with neighborhood organizations, city and state agencies,

promote economic, community, and social growth towards

and elected officials. HYM has a proven history of securing

Doug is a Partner and Director of Development of The HYM

sustainable and active neighborhoods. HYM has demonstrated

permits and approvals in Greater Boston, due to an inclusive

Investment Group, LLC. He previously served as a Development

its ability to design and build with a focus on enhancing

public process with all stakeholders, as evidenced by the

Partner for JPI and Vice President of Development for Northland

the existing fabric of a neighborhood with new projects.

unanimous city approvals of both the Redevelopment

Investment Corporation where he focused on the permitting

HYM understands the importance of public transportation,

of the Government Center Garage and NorthPoint.

and development of high-, mid-, and low-rise multifamily

bicyclists and pedestrians in development design.

Partner, Director of Development

projects. Prior to that, he held various positions with Leggat
McCall Properties in Boston. In 2013, Doug was appointed to and

HYM’s success is directly related to the expertise and

currently serves on the City of Cambridge Transportation Advisory

skill of its professionals and to HYM’s comprehensive

Committee and is a member of ULI and NAIOP. He is a graduate

neighborhood charrette process, which engages all

of Cornell University and the Harvard Graduate School of Design.

stakeholders including landowners, local businesses,
municipal departments, state agencies and elected
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Redevelopment of the
Government Center Garage
Boston, Massachusetts
HYM is currently redeveloping The Government Center Garage,
replacing a 1960s-era brutalist garage with a 6 building, 2.9
million SF complicated mixed-use project in Downtown Boston.
The project features world class design by Pelli Clark Pelli and
CBT Architects. The redevelopment is one of the densest and
tallest mixed-use projects ever permitted in the City of Boston.
Project Description:
•

2.9 Million SF

•

812 residential units

•

196 hotel rooms

•

1.1 million SF of office space

•

85,000 SF of new retail

•

Located at MBTA Haymarket station; bus
lines, Green and Orange lines

Key Attributes:
Mixed-Use: Residential, Commercial, Hotel, Retail
Pedestrian/ Bike Friendly: Proposed new Hubway
station and 850 bike parking facility, expected
to be one of the largest in the city.
Transit-Oriented: Located above two MBTA subway lines
(Green/Orange) with onsite access. HYM coordinated
with the MBTA to relocate the Haymarket Bus Station
to keep uninterrupted bus access to the area.
Community Process: Held over 50 meetings with Impact
Advisory Group (IAG), community leaders, neighborhood
groups, public agencies & officials. Achieved unanimous
BRA and BZC approval for the master plan and PDA.
Sustainability: Six LEED-certified buildings — one LEED
Platinum, four LEED Gold, and one LEED Silver.
Placemaking: The redevelopment and design of a
vibrant new urban plaza will re-connect Boston’s
neighborhoods, reestablishing a prominent central
gathering point in Downtown Boston.
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Twenty|20
Cambridge, Massachusetts
HYM recently completed the design and construction of a
355-unit apartment tower in East Cambridge’s NorthPoint
neighborhood. This well-designed building features toprated amenities and opened to success in Summer 2015.
Project Description:
•

21-story, 355-unit luxury apartment tower

•

355-space bike storage room with bike repair area

•

17,000 SF newly constructed park
outside the building’s front door

•

8,600 SF of ground floor retail

•

41 on-site affordable units

•

One of the “front doors” to NorthPoint, with a new
pedestrian and bicycle staircase connection to the
Gilmore Bridge and MBTA Orange Line Station

Key Attributes:
Mixed-Use: Residential, Retail
Pedestrian/ Bike Friendly: Bike-friendly and pedestrian
design were thought out and part of the project from the
onset. The project incorporates bike storage and amenities,
pedestrian staircase connection and bike lanes.
Transit-Oriented: With the design and inclusion of
the new pedestrian and bicycle staircase, all residents
of the neighborhood now have a more direct route
to the Orange Line Community College Station.
Community Process: Received unanimous design
review approval from the City of Cambridge.
Close coordination with federal, state, and local
agencies for permitting and site clean-up.
Sustainability: LEED-certified Silver, green roof,
parking for low emission and electric vehicles.
Placemaking The building was designed to be part of
and well incorporated into the NorthPoint area; with
the streets, park, and public connections all weaving
into the neighborhood for community use.
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NorthPoint
Cambridge, Massachusetts
HYM repositioned a stalled, former brownfield site by
redesigning the master plan and successfully updating
permits in Cambridge, Somerville and Boston. HYM
turned around a widely-known distressed property, fixed
entitlements, constructed the Twenty|20 building and began
infrastructure work. HYM’s efforts and design allowed for a
successful recapitalization of the site and HYM continues
to work on the neighborhood’s future progression.
Project Description:
•

5.2 Million SF

•

Approximately 2,500 residential units

•

2.2 Million SF commercial (office, hotel, lab, retail)

•

11 acres of open space

•

Directly adjacent to MBTA Green Line and Orange Line

Key Attributes:
Mixed-Use: Residential, Commercial, Hotel, Retail
Pedestrian/ Bike Friendly: Inclusion of bike and pedestrian
paths along all NorthPoint roads, including proposed,
unprecedented cycle-track on Monsignor O’Brien Highway.
Transit-Oriented: Located between two MBTA lines.
Redesign of infrastructure to make better community
connections to public transportation, including
coordination with MBTA on the green line extension.
Community Process: Received unanimous approvals
across 3 municipalities (Boston, Cambridge, and
Somerville). Ongoing extensive stakeholder meetings with
community leaders, neighborhood groups, NorthPoint
residents and neighbors, and elected officials..
Sustainability: Eleven acres of open space,
minimum LEED Silver at each parcel
Placemaking: The redevelopment and design of a vibrant
new urban plaza will invigorate to this part of East
Cambridge which has historically been underutilized.
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Boston Landing
Boston, Massachusetts
HYM was brought in by New Balance as a co-developer
on the project because of its expertise in moving forward
complicated, mixed-use developments in Boston. Boston
Landing is the transformation of a former 15-acre Brighton
warehouse and manufacturing district into a new cohesive,
walkable, transit-oriented mixed-use neighborhood.
Project Description:
•

1.6 Million SF

•

80,000 SF of retail and restaurants

•

3 commercial buildings totaling 650,000 SF

•

295-unit luxury residential building

•

175-key hotel

•

55,000 SF state-of-the-art practice facility
for the Boston Bruins hockey team

•

1.4 acres of open space

•

Integration of new commuter rail station

Key Attributes:
Mixed-Use: Residential, Commercial, Hotel, Retail
Pedestrian/ Bike Friendly: New Hubway stations and bike lanes
Transit-Oriented: Will feature a new commuter
rail station on the Framingham/ Worcester line,
which will benefit the Brighton area.
Community Process: Continued close coordination
with local leaders, community groups and
neighbors throughout permitting process.
Sustainability: All buildings designed to
achieve LEED Silver at minimum.
Placemaking Transformation of industrial area into an
active neighborhood for people to live and work.
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“The Shrine is such an integral part of not just
downtown but our entire City of Boston.”
— Martin J. Walsh
Mayor, City of Boston

ST ANTHONY SHRINE & MINISTRY CENTER
OWNER, PARTNER

St. Anthony Shrine, “The Church on Arch Street,” has been a community and spiritual center

Father Thomas Conway OFM

in Downtown Boston since 1945. The Shrine is a Roman Catholic ministry directed by the

Executive Director

Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province. In addition to being the only operational church

Fr Tom joined the Order of friars Minor Holy Name Province in
1988 and professed his first vows as a Franciscan one year later.

in Downtown Boston, the site is home to 30 Franciscan Friars. For over 65 years, the Shrine

In 1993 he made his solemn profession and was ordained in
2005. He has served at St Anthony Shrine and St Francis House

has provided a convenient and prayerful setting for people to gather — it is open 7 days

since 2013. Prior to becoming a friar, Fr Tom worked as a New

a week, 365 days a year, and currently offers 12 weekend and 27 weekday Masses.

York state auditor. After volunteering at St Francis Inn, Holy
Name Province’s soup kitchen in Philadelphia, he decided to
answer the call to religious life. Fr Tom is an alumnus of Siena

A core focus of St. Anthony Shrine has been to provide

The annual operating budget for the St. Anthony

College in Loudonville, New York, holds a master’s degree in

services to some of the most underserved residents of

Shrine & Ministry Center is funded primarily through

theological studies from the Washington Theological Union,

Boston. For more than 30 years, the Franciscans have

individual donations; after all the invaluable services

and a doctorate in accounting from the University of Maryland.

served the homeless through their non-profit, non-

it provides, the Shrine is left with little to no extra

sectarian ministry at St. Francis House on Boylston Street.

funds for capital improvements to their site.

In addition, the Shrine is the home to over 30 outreach
and wellness programs including: Bread on the Common,
LGBTQ Spirituality, Boston Healthcare for the Homeless,
Grief Ministry, The Franciscan Food Center, Prison Ministry,
Addiction Recovery programs, and Seniors at Arch Street.
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ELKUS MANFREDI ARCHITECTS
ARCHITECT

Elkus Manfredi Architects, a Boston-based firm with a national reach, is a full-service design firm

David P Manfredi FAIA, LEED AP

providing architecture, master planning, urban design, interior architecture, space planning, and

Principal

programming. The firm was founded in 1988 by Howard F. Elkus FAIA, RIBA, LEED AP and David P.

David Manfredi will serve as Principal-in-Charge for the 115
Winthrop Square redevelopment project. David has led design

Manfredi FAIA, LEED AP.

teams for mixed-use projects in Boston and nationally, including
One Seaport Square, 50 Liberty Drive at Fan Pier, the Van Ness in

Our portfolio of completed work includes the master

Our mixed-use projects in Boston include Boston Landing; One

planning and design of projects that have set the standard

Seaport Square; Liberty Wharf; and Van Ness, 1330 Boylston,

for mixed-use development across the country. As a leading

Fenway Triangle Trilogy, and the Landmark Center in the

designer of this project type, we have been personally

Fenway. Many of our mixed-use projects have won Urban Land

selected by industry leaders around the country to realize

Institute Awards of Excellence, including: The Grove in Los

their business goals and make their visions into realities.

Angeles; The Shops at Columbus Circle at Time Warner Center
in New York City; CityPlace in West Palm Beach; and University

Our proposal for the redevelopment of 115

Square at the University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia.

Winthrop Square will create a great new urban

Additional mixed-use projects include The Americana at Brand

space for the City of Boston that offers:

in Glendale; The Peninsula Chicago hotel and retail base at
730 North Michigan Avenue in Chicago; and Waterway Square

•

•

also is responsible for the design of Our Savior Catholic Church
and the Caruso Catholic Center in Los Angeles. David will provide
hands-on design leadership throughout all design phases for 115
Winthrop Square and participate in all community engagement
with the neighborhood. He will interface directly with the BRA
and other agencies during the regulatory review process.

Christian Galvao
Project Architect

at The Woodlands, north of Houston. We are currently the

and co-living at affordable rents

As project architect for the 115 Winthrop Square redevelopment

designer for the retail/dining podium at Hudson Yards, the

project, Chris Galvao will be integrally involved in developing

A new worship and living space for the Franciscans

largest private development in the history of the United States.

the project vision and establishing the architectural character

service to the downtown community

Our mixed-use projects create vibrant, pedestrianfriendly destinations in which to live, work, learn, and

•

A new Boston Public School downtown

•

New connectivity between the Greenway,
Post Office Square, and the Common
An iconic tower on the downtown skyline
with surrounding light and air.
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Los Angeles and Americana at Brand in Glendale, California. David

A mix of residential uses — rental, ownership,

of St Anthony Shrine who provide an important

•

the Fenway, and Liberty Wharf in the Seaport, and The Grove in

entertain. In each case, the influence of these dynamic
spaces spreads beyond the projects themselves to knit
together the fabric of their surroundings, revitalize adjacent
communities, and inspire future developments.

of the planned buildings. Christian has held design leadership
roles on several important Boston projects, including
Continuum at Harvard University, One Seaport Square
and 11 Fan Pier Boulevard for Vertex Pharmaceuticals.

Boston Landing

One Seaport Square

Boston, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

Elkus Manfredi Architects is providing master planning

Elkus Manfredi Architects is the designer of One Seaport

and design services for a new phased development on a

Square, located at the gateway to Boston’s rapidly

14-acre parcel in Boston’s Brighton neighborhood that is

developing Innovation District. Comprised of two city

becoming the premier health and wellness district in Boston.

blocks, the project provides a mix of retail/entertainment

Boston Landing is anchored by New Balance’s new global

venues and residences and creates a new opportunity for

headquarters and will include a new ice arena, 375,000-square-

entertainment in the heart of this growing technology

foot professional track and training center, residential tower,

and research-oriented neighborhood. Designed as two

175-room hotel, retail and restaurant space, 650,000 square

interactive mixed-use buildings, each building will have a

feet of office space, and 1.4 acres of public open space.

three-story base of retail, restaurant, and entertainment
venues including a cinema — the first in the District.

50 Liberty

Van Ness

Boston, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

Elkus Manfredi Architects was selected as site planner and

Elkus Manfredi Architects provided master planning and

building architect for a new 14-story residential building at the

architectural design for Van Ness, a mixed-use development

edge of Boston’s growing Innovation District. 50 Liberty will

located near Fenway Park in Boston. The 870,000-square-

be Fan Pier’s newest residential building, providing 120 new

foot project includes office, residential, and retail uses in a

luxury condominium units and nearly 30,000 square feet of

full city block. A new public street creates a connection into

new civic, cultural, and retail space to the neighborhood. The

the heart of the Fenway Triangle, giving greater permeability

project at 50 Liberty will include three levels of below-grade

and increasing perimeter shops and restaurants. Van Ness

parking, the completion of Fan Pier Park, Boston HarborWalk,

is the third major development in the revitalization of the

and a new public pavilion with a café and basic amenities.

Fenway neighborhood for which Samuels & Associates
selected Elkus Manfredi’s planning and design team.
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John J Moriarty
Partner-in-Charge, President
John serves as President of John Moriarty & Associates, Inc.
Since founding the firm in 1985, he has guided its growth to
become a major construction firm with offices in Massachusetts,
Connecticut, Florida, and Virginia. John will be included
in strategic project planning and problem resolution as

JOHN MORIARTY & ASSOCIATES

necessary. John graduated from Johns Hopkins University.

CONSTRUCTION MANAGER
Steven J Weber
Project Executive, Principal
Steve is responsible for staffing field operations in the Boston

John Moriarty & Associates, Inc. (JMA) is a full-service construction management firm providing
preconstruction and construction services for commercial and institutional clients. Founded
in 1985, JMA has expanded from its Boston roots to satisfy their clients’ desire for their unique
level of service, no matter where they look to build; JMA now has offices in Massachusetts,

area. He will be establishing the initial project schedule and
logistics plan, overseeing the implementation of the construction
plan, facilitating communications among the construction
team, design team, and owner, and participating in preparing
cost estimates and purchasing. Steve received his Bachelor
of Science in Construction Engineering from Arizona State

Florida, Connecticut, Virginia, and North Carolina. The firm has achieved success by adhering

University and holds a City of Boston ABC Builders License.

to the same core principles that set them apart: they listen; they research the details; and

David Leathers

they understand how vital teamwork is in this business. JMA strives to work with the best

Preconstruction Partner-in-Charge, Chief Executive Officer

collaborators, whether they be developers, architects, engineers, or subcontractors. With their

Dave is responsible for preconstruction estimating and

origins in the Boston market, JMA has learned the intricacies and values of managing their

purchasing activities on all projects undertaken by JMA. As

relationships with the union trades, both on the local and national levels. All of this gives JMA

addition to specific project responsibilities. He established

the knowledge and flexibility to achieve success in all their endeavors. JMA employs over five
hundred staff and delivers over 1.5 billion dollars’ worth of construction annually. With now
over three decades of construction experience, JMA offers value and service to owners of
projects of all sizes, consistently delivering predictable results on a wide variety of projects.

CEO, he is charged with guiding firm policy and direction, in
the firm’s Florida office in 1990, which currently exceeds $450
million in annual operations. Dave will take an active role
in determining preconstruction and purchasing strategies
as well as providing guidance on problem resolution.

Jamie Noon
Senior Project Manager
Jamie is responsible for developing and monitoring the project
schedule and logistics plan, monitoring budget and changes,
and overseeing the implementation of the construction plan.
Additionally, Jamie will facilitate communications among
the construction team, design team, and owner, as well as
city officials during the permitting process. Jamie holds an
unrestricted Construction Supervisor License in Massachusetts
and a full ABC High Rise License for the City of Boston.
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One Seaport Square

Atlantic Wharf

Boston, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

One Seaport Square is a 1.1-million-square-foot mixed-use

Atlantic Wharf is a 1.2-million-square-foot mixed-

development project in Boston’s Seaport District. This high-

use development located on Boston’s Waterfront

rise residential and retail development will consist of 832 units

adjacent to the Rose Kennedy Greenway. The project

in two towers (20-story and 22-story) atop of three stories of

composed of a 31-story tower with 610,000 square

retail and three levels of underground parking. In addition to

feet Class A office space and 220,000 square feet of

250,000 square feet of retail, the project will offer 775 parking

potential residential space, which is integrated with a

spaces. One Seaport Square is expected to achieve LEED

7-story existing historic building. The development also

Silver certification. The architect is Elkus Manfredi Architects.

includes a 6-level, 125,000-square-foot underground
parking garage and is the certified LEED Platinum.

Avalon North Station

Twenty|20

Boston, Massachusetts

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Located adjacent to the TD Garden and North Station,

Twenty|20 is a 21-story apartment tower completed in the

Boston’s newest residential tower has topped out at 36

summer of 2015 in East Cambridge’s evolving NorthPoint

stories. The approximately 600,000-square-foot residential

neighborhood. The 355-unit apartment tower includes

project will include 503 units and a 2-level public retail

15,000 square feet of amenity space and 8,600 square feet

arcade, encouraging pedestrian traffic between Nashua

of ground floor retail. The construction of the tower included

Street and Causeway Street. Completion is expected in 2016.

an adjacent pedestrian/bicycle staircase connection to the
Gilmore Bridge and a 17,000-square-foot park in front of
the building. The project was completed under budget
within a fast-tracked, 27-month construction schedule.
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LANDWORKS STUDIO
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Landworks Studio is a research-based, award-wining landscape architecture collaborative practicing

Michael J Blier ASLA, HON BSA

regionally and abroad. The context for their work is the built environment and is primarily urban

Founding Principal, Design Director

in nature. Founded in 1996 by Michael Blier, Landworks Studio consistently strives for design

Michael Blier leads the critically recognized design group,

excellence and innovative landscape solutions. As a design collaborative, Landworks Studio thrives
on the close participation of their entire 15-member team, who are primarily landscape architects
but also share interdisciplinary backgrounds in design, arts, and architecture. Landworks Studio
has won numerous design awards from the American Society of Landscape Architects (ASLA)

Landworks Sudio. His recent work is largely urban and sitespecific in nature. It seeks to exploit the inherent complexities
that exist between ecologically challenged sites, ecological
and cultural sustainability, material tectonics, and program.
Michael received his Master of Landscape Architecture degree
from the Harvard Graduate School of Design (GSD). Michael
has served as a visiting critic and lecturer at universities

and Boston Society of Landscape Architects (BSLA), including, most notably, the prestigious ASLA

throughout the U.S. and taught the GSD for over a decade.

Award of Excellence for Court Square Press Courtyard in 2006. In addition, the firm’s work at the
Macallen Building won an Award of Excellence from Green Roofs for Healthy Cities in 2009.

Christopher Macfarlane
Landworks Studio is committed to the development of expressive and clear landscape

Landscape Architect, Project Director

spaces that offer inventive solutions to questions that are, invariably, complex. They

Chris Macfarlane joined Landworks Studio with 29 years of

seek to create inextricable linkages between compelling civic landscapes, ecological

experience as a landscape architect. He directs the progress

performativity, programmatically active and diverse space, and urban identity.

use projects for the firm, including 701 Second Street in

of all projects and managed several completed mixedWashington, D.C., and Twenty|20 (Northpoint Parcel N)
in Cambridge, Massachusetts. Chris earned his Master of
Landscape Architecture from the University of Pennsylvania
and taught for seven years at the University of Connecticut.
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Government Center
Garage Master Plan

MIT Kendall Square Initiative — Noma
Mixed-Use Development (Site L)

Boston, Massachusetts

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Landworks Studio provided landscape master planning for

Landworks Studio is providing landscape design

this exciting proposal for a very important development.

for this mixed use development which will include
a residential tower. Landscape scope includes
roof terraces, streetscape and pocket park.
* In collaboration with Elkus Manfredi Architects

Twenty|20

Macallen Building

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

Landworks Studio worked with the development team to

Situated between South Boston and an expansive field of

transform this Brownfield site, previously used for industrial

infrastructure, the Macallen Building and landscape form

purposes, into world-class commercial, residential and

an icon of sustainable development for the City. The project

outdoor space. Scope included amenity courtyard, park via

establishes a sense of place centered on a shared ethos

from Gilmore Bridge to the stair to the ellipse park at grade.

of ecological responsibility and smart urban living. Within
each tier of Macallen’s tripartite landscape, this social and
ecological imperative emerges according to its situation
and program. The project was certified LEED Gold.
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Michael Peugh PE, LEED AP
Mechanical Engineer, Senior Mechanical Engineer
Michael Peugh is experienced in the HVAC design of new
and renovation projects. His work ranges from mechanical
master planning to construction administration of his designs.
Michael experience on various types of projects, including
boiler replacement, tenant infrastructure, and academic and

WSP | PARSONS BRINCKERHOFF

government buildings. Michael has over 19 years experience.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL, PLUMBING, AND FIRE
PROTECTION ENGINEER, TEL-DATA ENGINEER
Ernest Needham PE
Electrical Engineer, Senior Electrical Engineer
Ernie Needham is experienced in the consultant engineering
Founded in 1855, WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff is an

Thomas G. Burroughs PE, LEED AP

field. He has been responsible for project management

internationally recognized engineering consulting firm

Project Executive, Senior Vice President

and the design of electrical systems, system upgrades,

that has grown to over 7,000 staff nationally and 34,000

and feasibility studies on a broad range of projects,

globally in every technical specialty, while still offering the

Thomas Burroughs is experienced in HVAC design and

including numerous higher education, healthcare,

same local expertise and service their clients have come to

engineering. He is responsible for the mechanical design

corporate, hospitality, science, and research facilities.

expect. The Building Systems practice specializes in planning,

of new construction as well as renovation projects, and for

Ernie brings over 31 years experience to the team.

study, design, and construction services of mechanical,

projects ranging from master planning to construction.

electrical, plumbing, fire protection, and communication

Thomas’s experience includes the design for central heating

technology systems for commercial, industrial, government,

and chilled water plant systems, central air handling

Paul M Brennan CET, CPD

and institutional facilities. An industry leader in sustainable/

systems, air and piping distribution systems, and energy

Plumbing / Fire Protection Engineer, Senior Associate

green building technology, they were a co-founder of the

management systems. He has over 23 years experience, 18

U.S. Green Building Council. The Building Systems Boston

of which have been with WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff.

Paul Brennan’s work ranges from conceptual master planning to

office has served national clients since the 1960s. Boston’s

construction administration, as well as intra-department support

MEP/FP and commissioning practices span all major market

and ISO 9001 peer reviews for many other in-house projects prior

sectors, including commercial, residential, mixed-use, science

to submission. Paul is also experienced in sustainable design

+ technology, higher education, and cultural institutions.

including solar systems, stormwater recovery, grey water re-use

Furthermore, Built Ecology, the firm’s high performance

Paul Catanzaro CET, CPD

and combined heat-power (CHP) systems for both large and

building specialists, has a presence in this office.

Project Manager, Senior Associate

small-scale projects. Paul has over 35 years experience.

Paul Catanzaro is experienced in plumbing and fire protection.
Paul is responsible for the project management, engineering, and

William E Hooley RCDD

design for various types of plumbing and fire protection systems.

Tel-Data / Security Engineer, Senior Associate

His specific tasks include overall MEP team management,
determining calculations, sizing equipment, designing layout

Bill Hooley is experienced in the design and project management

of piping systems, preparation of plans and specifications,

of complex voice, data, video, and fiber networks. His work spans

attendance at job meetings, and review of shop drawings. He

many project types, including data centers, education, hospitals

has extensive experience in building evaluation. Paul has over

and ambulatory care, laboratories, and office environments. With

31 years experience, 24 of which have been with the firm.

over 21 years experience, Bill has a proven track record of providing
the highest quality service for every project.
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Government Center
Garage Master Plan

One Franklin Street
Boston, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff is providing MEPF/FP engineering
WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff is providing MEP/FP and

and design services for the new 980,000-square-foot high-

telecommunication engineering services associated with the

end residential tower. The 55-story tower, plus three basement

residential, office, and parking components. The residential

levels, will contain 60,000 square feet of retail; 24,000 square

buildings will include a 45-story tower with 486 units totaling

feet of amenities, including health club and pool; and 705,000

600,000 square feet; a 24-story tower with 291-units totaling

square feet of residential condominiums. The project is seeking

297,280 square feet; and a 14-story hotel/residential tower

LEED certification, and will include systems such as stormwater

totaling 258,042 square feet. The overall development by

reuse, cogeneration, and ventilation energy recovery.

The HYM Investment Group totals over two million square
feet and also includes offices and retail buildings.

Twenty|20

One Dalton Street

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Boston, Massachusetts

WSP | Parsons Brinckerhoff is providing MEP/FP

WSP | Parsons Brinkerhoff is providing MEP/FP engineering

engineering and design services associated with the

services associated with One Dalton Street, the Four

450,000-square-foot, 20-story mixed-use high-rise

Seasons Hotel and Private Residences. The project, part of

residential building. Space includes street-level retail

an overall 850,000-square-foot development, will consist

and restaurants, and a two-level below-grade parking

of a 61-story tower that includes 500,000 square feet of

garage, plus courtyard, health center and basketball court.

high-end condominiums, 350,000 square feet of 5-star

Luxury apartment units are located on the 20th floor.

hotel space, and 20,000 square feet of support place;
plus a ground floor café and two lobbies, one for the
hotel and one of the private residences. Once complete,
the project will be the tallest residential building in New
England and the third tallest high-rise in Boston.
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Government Center Garage
Redevelopment
Boston, Massachusetts
McNamara/Salvia is providing structural engineering for
the Government Center Garage Redevelopment, which will
replace a 1960s-era brutalist garage with a complex 6-building,
2.9-million-square-foot mixed-use project in Downtown Boston.

MCNAMARA/SALVIA
STRUCTURAL ENGINEER
80 Guest Street and Warrior Ice Arena
Boston, Massachusetts
This office tower and ice arena complex will be part of the
McNamara/Salvia is a well-established and nationally

Joseph A Salvia PE

new wellness district at Boston Landing. The arena will be a

recognized structural engineering firm founded nearly 30

Founding Principal

training facility for the Boston Bruins HNL hockey team, and a

years ago bringing award-winning creativity, innovation, and

10-story office building is structurally integrated with the arena.

experience in structural design to a wide variety of project

A founder of McNamara/Salvia, Joe has practiced structural

types. They have expertise in all types of building structures

engineering in Boston for more than 45 years. With experience

including medical, educational, stadiums, automated parking,

in virtually all types of structures, he has designed many of

research, retail, corporate headquarters, long-span, and

New England’s most widely-recognized projects, including

residential/office high-rise towers. The McNamara/Salvia team

One and Two International Place, the 46- and 36-story post-

is comprised of over 100 staff members among three offices

modern skyscrapers in the Financial District. As a pioneer in

Twenty|20

in Boston, Miami, and New York, and is licensed in over 40

his field, Joe helps bridge the gap for developers and owners

Cambridge, Massachusetts

states. Their production department stays current using the

with his use of value engineering techniques. His particular

latest versions of drafting software, and we are fully capable

expertise is in building systems and searching for ideas

A new 355-unit luxury apartment tower in East Cambridge’s

of delivering projects using the latest BIM technology.

that make structures more affordable and reduce costs.

NorthPoint neighborhood, Twenty|20 opened in Summer 2015.

Elkus Manfredi Architects is the architect for the project.

While they have turned over the day-to-day rigors of running
the company, Bob McNamara and Joe Salvia remain very
active in the firm. Bob serves as a senior technical advisor
and is involved with the firm’s complex structures and high-

Adam C McCarthy PE
Principal

rise work. Joe heads business development and works with
the Managing Principals to develop innovative structural

A member of the McNamara/Salvia team for over 20

solutions for all of the firm’s projects. The Boston Office

years, Adam McCarthy possesses a detailed approach to

is directed by Principals Mark Aho, Neil Atkinson, Adam

structural design and project management. He is well-

Copley Place Retail Expansion
and Residential Tower

McCarthy, John Matuszewski, and Benjamin Wild. Collectively,

rounded in all aspects of complex structural systems as well

Boston, Massachusetts

they have over 70 years of experience with the firm.

as respected throughout the industry for his experience
and strong collaborative skills. In his spare time, he shares

Copley Tower will be a mixed-use building with 54

his expertise as a structural advisor to architectural thesis

stories of residential condominiums constructed of

candidates at the Boston Architectural College.

reinforced concrete on a steel retail transfer podium
over the Massachusetts Turnpike. Elkus Manfredi
Architects is the architect for the project.
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Government Center Garage Master Plan
Boston, Massachusetts
VHB responsible for preparing multiple filings under the City
of Boston Article 80-B, Large Project Review and Article 80C, Planned Development Area Review for the redevelopment
of the Government Center Garage in Downtown Boston, as
well as Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA) filings

VANASSE HANGEN BRUSTLIN

and coordination. VHB is also providing site/civil engineering

CIVIL ENGINEER, PERMITTING CONSULTANT

system design, utility relocations, and enabling efforts.

services to support the redevelopment, including stormwater

Massachusetts General
Hospital — Lunder Building
Boston, Massachusetts
VHB provides integrated planning, transportation, land

Howard Moshier PE, LEED AP

This new 13-story MGH facility includes loading facilities, a new

development, and environmental services, employing more

Principal, Senior Project Manager

Emergency Department entrance and ambulatory entrance, EMS

than 1,100 professionals and staff in 23 offices along the

parking, and ten levels of patient care space. Connections to the

East Coast. Since 1979, VHB has partnered with private- and

Howard has over 20 years of experience working with and

main building were created through a pedestrian bridge above

public-sector clients to provide the best technical skills in

leading multidisciplinary teams to realize the visions of

Fruit Street. The project involved the City of Boston permitting

each practice area through a seamless, integrated team

various institutions in the Boston and Cambridge area. His

process, including the Boston Water and Sewer Commission and

approach to collaboration. To address clients’ dynamic needs,

areas of specialization include civil/site design, roadway

the Public Improvement Commission.

VHB has continued to grow and hone a diverse workforce

design, utility evaluations and design, permitting, and

that delivers personal service, value, responsiveness, and

construction administration services. Select relevant

Ink Block Development

excellence. The ability to help clients initiate and complete

experience includes the redevelopment of the Government

Boston, Massachusetts

intricate, challenging, and important projects has given

Center Garage with HYM, Tata Hall at Harvard Business

rise to an impressive portfolio of success, demonstrated

School, the Lunder Building at Massachusetts General

VHB was responsible for expediting coordinated review

by a high percentage of repeat clients. The combined

Hospital, and the new Common Spaces Plaza between

under City of Boston Article 80B, Large Project Review and

project experience and demonstrated abilities of VHB’s

Harvard University’s Science Center and Harvard Yard.

Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA). The firm

staff provide clients with a high level of professional service,

participated in the MEPA site visit and Impact Advisory Group

technical expertise, and results that exceed expectations.

(IAG) meetings. VHB then prepared the subsequent MEPA filing

VHB delivers innovative and pragmatic design solutions

Lauren Devoe AICP, LEED AP

(a Single Environmental Impact Report) responding to regulatory

Associate, Senior Environmental Planner

agency and public comments, and was approved under an

in civil engineering; community and stakeholder

expedited review, allowing the project to move forward quickly. *

outreach; environmental permitting and restoration;

Lauren specializes in facilitating public environmental

landscape architecture; land surveying; planning and

review processes and sustainable planning and design.

Fenway Triangle Trilogy

urban design; structural engineering; sustainability and

She provides overall management and expertise in the

Boston, Massachusetts

climate action planning; and transportation planning,

preparation of environmental documentation pursuant to

engineering, and operations. For this effort, VHB will be

the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act (MEPA), City

VHB managed and coordinated an expedited review process

providing site/civil, permitting, and land surveying.

of Boston’s Article 80 Development Review, and City of

for this 700,000-gross-square-foot mixed-use redevelopment

Cambridge’s Article 19 Special Permit Review. Lauren also is

project in the Fenway neighborhood of Boston. The filing strategy

experienced in leading her clients through compliance with

included the preparation of an Expanded ENF, including a

the City of Boston Article 37—Green Building and the MEPA

GHG emission impact assessment with a request to waive

Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Emissions Policy and Protocol.

further MEPA review. The waiver was granted enabling the
beneficial project to move forward in a timely manner. *
* with Elkus Manfredi Architects
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Government Center Garage Master Plan
Boston, Massachusetts
VERTEX conducted an initial environmental assessment in
preparation for this redevelopment project. For the first phase
of redevelopment, VERTEX designed a soil pre-characterization
sampling plan for approximately 17,000 tons of excess soil to
be generated during initial foundation construction. Based on

THE VERTEX COMPANIES

the findings of the investigation, VERTEX provided guidance

ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER

for soil and groundwater generated during the construction.

to the redevelopment team on best management practices

Northpoint Development
Cambridge, Massachusetts
VERTEX developed the environmental strategy for the
VERTEX is an internationally-recognized, full-service

Jaron Frieden

development of this 45-acre parcel, formerly the location of the

environmental, construction, and energy consulting services

Vice President of Remediation

Boston & Maine railyard. To address uncertainties around the

firm. They have served on over 26,000 projects since their

environmental condition, VERTEX performed a comprehensive

inception in 1995, representing billions of dollars’ worth of

Jaron has worked with the HYM Principals for 15 years.

site investigation, which included approximately 120 borings,

projects in both the public and private sectors. With 21 offices

Over that time, he has been responsible for managing

40 monitoring wells, and collection of hundreds of soil and

across the country and internationally, VERTEX is able to

environmental and construction project teams on projects

groundwater samples. Data were uploaded into a sophisticated

support their clients globally with quick responses to their

that include site development, construction, demolition,

geospatial environmental database for GIS visualization.

needs. They have more than 100 professionals in their two

and preconstruction services. These services include

Massachusetts offices, located in Weymouth and Boston.

construction management, Phase II Environmental

Multi-Unit High-Rise Complex Renovation

Their Boston Office is the headquarters of their environmental

Site Assessments (subsurface investigations), hazardous

Boston, Massachusetts

remediation group. They have extensive experience providing

material site investigations, underground storage tank

environmental consulting services on significant, high-

removal oversight, hydrogeologic field studies, regulatory

VERTEX conducted comprehensive pre-renovation asbestos,

profile projects in the complex urban environment of

permitting, and performing risk assessments.

lead, regulated/universal waste, and PCBs in caulking surveys in

Boston. They specialize in supporting the environmental

preparation for redevelopment of an existing 29-story residential

needs of complex and fast-track construction projects.

building, a 12-story residential building, and other non-residential
spaces within the complex. Utilizing data compiled during

VERTEX is currently the Licensed Site Professional (LSP)
on two major development projects with HYM, including

Frank Calandra PE, LSP

surveys of the 29-story building, VERTEX prepared abatement bid

Senior Project Manager, Licensed Site Professional

packages and individual abatement specifications for asbestos,

NorthPoint, a 5 million square foot mixed-use development

lead, and universal wastes for the abatement contractor.

and the redevelopment of the Government Center Garage,

Frank has extensive experience conducting site assessment

a multi-phased redevelopment of massive above-grade

and remediation projects in Boston and surrounding urban

25 Fid Kennedy Avenue

concrete garage into a pedestrian-friendly streetscape,

communities. While he was a project manager with TRC, Frank

Boston, Massachusetts

public plaza, and mixed-use high rise buildings on two

managed all aspects of the City’s multiple EPA Brownfield

appropriately-scaled urban blocks spread among 4.8 acres.

Assessment and Remediation grants. He managed assessment

VERTEX was contracted by a large local corporation looking to

and remediation at the Kiley Barrel Site, the 30 Allen

relocate operations to a former Naval manufacturing site in the

Community Garden Site, Somerville Junction Park, and the

Boston Marine Industrial Park area. VERTEX conducted initial

Former St. Polycarp Church. In June 2009, Frank, along with

due diligence support consisting of soil, groundwater, and soil

Mayor Joseph Curtatone, directed a public meeting to discuss

gas sampling, and assessment of hazardous building materials in

potential hazards of the Kiley Barrel Site with the community.

preparation of a significant renovation of the dilapidated building
and surrounding property. They developed a conceptual remedial
strategy and cost opinion that was used for real estate negotiations.
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Government Center Garage Master Plan
Boston, Massachusetts
The development is a multi-phased plan for replacing
the existing massive above-grade concrete garage with a
pedestrian-friendly streetscape, public plaza and mixed-use
buildings on two appropriately-scaled urban blocks spread
among 4.8 acres. The demolition of a major portion of the

HALEY & ALDRICH

garage over Congress Street will allow for daylight to shine
on Congress Street for the first time in more than 40 years.

GEOTECHNICAL ENGINEER

Millennium Tower and
Burnham Building
Boston, Massachusetts
For almost 60 years, Haley & Aldrich has been advising

Steven R Kraemer PE

Haley & Aldrich is providing geotechnical engineering for the

developers, major institutions, government agencies, and

Senior Vice President, Officer-in-Charge

new 980,000-square-foot high-end residential tower adjacent

Fortune 100 clients on their geotechnical and environmental

to the former home of Filenes in the Burnham Building. The

challenges. On thousands of the most complex projects

In his 39 years of experience with Haley & Aldrich, Steve has

55-story tower plus three basement levels will have a mix of retail,

in Boston and other urban environments throughout the

been Officer-in-Charge and Project Manager on over 800

amenities, and residential condominiums.

United States, Haley & Aldrich has developed industry-

projects. As one of the most qualified geotechnical consultants

leading knowledge, experience, and expertise in geotechnical

in New England, his experience includes foundation design

engineering, underground construction, and related

of approximately 25 major high-rise buildings in Boston,

environmental capabilities which they apply projects to

Cambridge, and Providence, many of which included deep

Pier 4

achieve better planning, budgeting, design, and construction,

basement garages. Steve has been responsible for the foundation

Boston, Massachusetts

and ultimately less risk. Their staff has unsurpassed local site

design of the tallest building in Boston supported on a floating

knowledge, relevant technical expertise, and relationships in

foundation above the thick Boston Blue Clay, and the tallest

Pier 4, located on 9.5 acres along Boston’s waterfront,

the Boston design and construction community to deliver

building in the City on a shallow structural mat foundation.

will consist of approximately one million square feet of

comprehensive integrated geotechnical and environmental

office, retail, residential, and public uses. The plan for

solutions. Haley & Aldrich has been involved with the

the entire Pier 4 development includes such amenities

majority of high-rise buildings constructed in Boston in

as the HarborWalk, parks, and a water commons

the modern era, most of which include deep basements in

Damian R Siebert PE

close proximity to adjacent buildings and other facilities.

Technical Expert, Project Manager

serving potential water taxis and other boats.

Damian has participated on a range of geotechnical and
structural engineering projects, including permanent and

33 Arch Street

temporary soil nail walls, mechanically stabilized earth (MSE)

Boston, Massachusetts

walls, bridges, tunnels, pipelines, as well as buildings with both
shallow and deep foundations. He has developed specific

Located on the edge of the Financial District, the 33 Arch

expertise in the design and installation of deep foundation

Street tower offers 600,000-square-feet of Class A office space

elements including precast concrete piles and steel H piles

with floor plates ranging from 19,000 to 25,000-square-feet.

and the use of ground improvement. Damian’s responsibilities

Elkus Manfredi Architects was the architect for the building.

include analysis and design of retaining walls, pile foundation
systems, culverts, subway stations, and lateral support systems.
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Government Center Garage
Redevelopment
Boston, Massachusetts
HSH is developing the transportation components for Article
80 and MEPA review of this 3.4-million-square-foot, mixed-use
redevelopment. Highlights include the removal of the garage
structure over Congress Street; realigning entrances and exits

HOWARD STEIN HUDSON

for improved vehicle access, pedestrian, and bicyclist safety;

TRAFFIC ENGINEER

the largest bicycle parking facility yet proposed in the City.

roadway geometry and signal timing improvements; and

Seaport Square
Boston, Massachusetts
HSH the lead transportation planning, traffic engineering,
Howard Stein Hudson (HSH) provides traffic engineering,

Guy D Busa Jr

and parking consultant for Seaport Square, the largest

transportation planning, civil engineering, and public

Principal of Land Development and Planning

urban redevelopment project in New England. This

involvement/strategic planning for municipalities and other

6.5-million-square-foot mixed-use development is already

public agencies, institutions, design and construction firms,

Guy is a transportation engineer with over 30 years of experience.

transforming 23 acres of formerly vacant land into the

developers, corporations, law firms, and environmental

His primary work is on development projects in all of Boston’s

hottest new destination in the City. HSH worked with the

consultants. HSH takes a creative and collaborative approach

downtown neighborhoods, helping clients with permitting

project team in developing the transportation planning and

with clients, relying on sound technical, planning, and

strategy, solving complex site access issues, providing guidance

traffic engineering services for various permitting needs.

engineering expertise and combining it with knowledge

on sustainable practices in transportation, and managing

of community/stakeholder issues and needs. Their staff

numerous traffic/transportation impact studies. Guy works

Boston Landing

understands the often contrasting and complex needs of

closely with BTD, the BRA, and BPWD on permitting efforts

Boston, Massachusetts

all parties involved in a project and offer creative problem-

for private development projects, including formulation of

solving and innovative options to build consensus.

the Transportation Access Plan Agreements (TAPAs) and

HSH is providing the transportation planning and

Construction Management Plans (CMPs) with BTD.

traffic engineering services for the permitting of Boston

HSH offers a well-rounded team of individuals who have

Landing. HSH conducted a comprehensive study of

exceptional knowledge and experience, and whose technical

transportation impacts at over 30 intersections and

expertise complements that of the other team members. As

developed a phased approach to transportation mitigation.

with all of their projects, HSH will make the most appropriate
staff available to accommodate not only the traffic study and

Brian J Beisel PTP

They also assessed impacts to area transit services and

Project Manager, Senior Transportation Engineer

estimated ridership at the proposed new Framingham/

site design, but also any site visits and evening meetings. In

Worcester Line Commuter Rail station serving the site.

particular for this work effort, HSH has extensive experience in

Brian has over 15 years of experience working on private

developing the transportation and infrastructure sections for

development projects, peer reviews on behalf of

City of Boston Article 80 and Massachusetts Environmental

municipalities, and transportation and traffic analysis for

Millennium Tower and
Burnham Building

Protection Agency (MEPA) impact review. The key staff

private clients. He manages numerous traffic impact study

Boston, Massachusetts

members who will be working on this project are those

projects and signal timing and design projects, and is

who are the best versed in every Boston neighborhood.

responsible for maintaining communications with clients

HSH is the transportation planning and traffic engineering

and providing QA/QC of key project deliverables. Brian is

consultant for design, permitting, and construction of this

an experienced project manager and a public speaker that

prominent mixed-use project. They addressed issues related to

effectively presents transportation components of projects

parking management, loading and building servicing, pedestrian

in public hearings and other public speaking forums.

accommodations, traffic circulation, and traffic and pedestrian
safety during construction. HSH has been developing conceptual
designs for roadway, sidewalk, and bicycle accommodations.
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Government Center Garage Master Plan
Boston, Massachusetts
Over the past several years, Walker has worked continuously
with HYM to implement repairs within the Government
Center Garage. Walker has also worked with HYM to evaluate
the façade of the garage. In 2006, Walker completed services
to the façade that included repairs to deteriorated areas,

WALKER PARKING CONSULTANTS

joint sealant replacement, and wet-seal window glazing.

PARKING CONSULTANT

the façade to maintain the structure’s condition.

Currently, Walker is working with HYM to again evaluate

Wonderland Station
Revere, Massachusetts
Wonderland Station is a complex multi-modal facility located
Walker Parking Consultants is the global leader in providing

Arthur G Stadig PE

on the Blue Line that provides a pavilion for MBTA subway

parking consulting and parking design services. Founded in

Managing Principal

trains and buses. Walker served as the prime designer, architect

1965, they pioneered the field of parking consulting. Today

of record, structural engineer, and parking consultant. One

the firm has over 250 employees delivering a wide range of

Art is the Managing Principal for Walker Parking Consultants’

unique element of the garage are the glass-backed elevator

parking planning, design, engineering, and restoration services.

Boston office. Art joined Walker Parking Consultants in 1985

cabs that allow views to the beach and glass elevator doors

after several years of experience with other design firms.

that offer excellent visibility into the elevator. The facility is

he firm is based in the U.S. with 14 domestic offices and 2 in

As Managing Principal, his responsibilities include project

seven levels and contains approximately 1,491 parking spaces.

the United Arab Emirates, is ranked #263 in Engineering News

management, consulting, and marketing. Art has vast

Record’s Top 500 Design Firms and #13 in Building Design +

experience consulting and designing for mixed-use projects.

Construction’s Giants 300 Engineering/Architecture Firms.

Legacy Place

He has provided parking consulting and design of parking

Dedham, Massachusetts

Walker Parking serves a broad spectrum of markets including
healthcare, education, government, aviation, residential, retail
and commercial development, entertainment, hospitality

facilities for local developments, including the Novartis Campus,
NorthPoint, and the Alexandria Center at Kendall Square as

Walker provided structural, functional, and PARCS design

well as an extensive list of domestic and international projects.

for this mixed-use garage intended to serve patrons Legacy
Place, an outdoor shopping, dining, and entertainment

and athletic venues. This diversity allows their staff the luxury

destination. The first floor of the garage is occupied by retail

of collaborating with a large cross-section of client types
and developing best practices for their specific parking
issues, helping them unlock the potential of their projects.

space and retail back-of-house operations that require

Christopher J Gradziel PE

high ceilings and minimal obstructions. The garage design

Project Manager

accommodates future growth with the inclusion of lateral
resisting elements that maximize flexibility for future tenants.

Chris has over twelve years of experience in the structural
design of parking structures. As a Project Manager in Walker’s

Seaport Square

Boston office, he has been involved in a variety of projects,

Boston, Massachusetts

including the City of Dover Police Parking Facility and the
structural/functional design of a 1,328-space parking structure

Seaport Square is the largest urban redevelopment planned

for Legacy Place in Dedham, Massachusetts. Chris’ recent project

in New England. This 6.5-million-square-foot mixed-use

experience includes project management for numerous parking

development is already transforming 23 acres formerly vacant

consulting and operations projects for Harvard University. He

land into the hottest new destination in the City.

previously provided various restoration services and a building
façade evaluation of the Government Center Garage.
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NorthPoint
Cambridge, Massachusetts
DLA Piper represented The HYM Investment Group in the
redevelopment of a 45-acre former railyard in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, for a 20-building mixed-use development
with approximately 3.1 million square feet of residential
space and 2.2 million square feet of commercial space.

DLA PIPER LLP
LEGAL CONSULTANT
EF Headquarters Building at NorthPoint
Cambridge, Massachusetts
DLA Piper represented EF Education First in the development
DLA Piper’s Boston office real estate practice is one of

Richard D Rudman JD

of its new North America headquarters, an approximately

the most highly regarded in New England, representing

Partner

300,000-square-foot office building on the Charles River in the

investment advisors, pension funds, REITs, developers, and

NorthPoint development, including site acquisition from the

lenders in real estate and real estate–related transactions

Richard Rudman focuses his practice on real estate

Massachusetts Department of Transportation, adoption of special

throughout the US and globally. Their Boston office

development and finance, joint venture arrangements,

State legislation, and local zoning code amendments to permit

consists of transactional lawyers who combine experience

property acquisition, leasing and land use, and environmental

development of the site, approvals under state environmental

in acquisitions, dispositions, joint ventures, lending,

regulation. He has been the lead lawyer on a number of

review and tideland protection laws, and local zoning approvals.

development, tax, leasing, and commercial law, who

major development projects, including downtown office

routinely work on cutting-edge transactions involving highly

towers, suburban office parks, urban and suburban multi-

Pier 4

sophisticated real estate issues. It also includes trial lawyers

family residential projects, hotels, and medical research/

Boston, Massachusetts

with extensive experience in handling real estate disputes.

laboratory buildings. He is also the legal counsel behind
HYM’s NorthPoint permitting effort in Cambridge.

DLA Piper represented Tishman Speyer Properties

DLA Piper is experienced in handling complex transactions

in the acquisition and development of harbor-side

with high public profiles and significant governmental

sites for an approximately 360,000-square-foot office

interaction. They have worked with clients to secure

building and an approximately 200,000-square-foot

development designations and land transfers from various

residential building on Pier 4 in the Seaport District.

public entities, and have managed complex permitting
matters including major urban redevelopment projects

Brian R Hochleutner JD
Associate

and waterfront developments subject to the Massachusetts
tideland protection law. Some of these efforts have

Brian serves as counsel to developers and investors in

required coordinating and drafting legislation necessary

the acquisition, development, sale, and leasing of large-

Charles River Plaza

to conclude project action. A number of projects have also

scale real estate projects. He has worked on a number of

Boston, Massachusetts

involved litigation to compel and defend the issuance of

significant recent projects in the Boston area, including the

permits. They are also skilled in the creation of sophisticated

NorthPoint and Mass + Main developments in Cambridge,

DLA Piper represented Davis Marcus Partners in the

ownership structures to permit phased development and

and the One Channel Center, Channel Center Garage, and

redevelopment of Charles River Plaza in Downtown Boston,

separate ownership and financing of different project

Fan Pier developments in Boston. Brian has been involved

including all zoning and other governmental approvals, leasing,

components. Since the late 1980s, DLA Piper has provided

in a wide range of pro bono matters and serves on DLA

and financing for the development of 425,000 square feet of

21E compliance, environmental insurance, and Brownfields

Piper’s Pro Bono Committee for the Boston Office.

new lab, medical, and office space above an existing mixed-

Redevelopment advice to a wide variety of clients.

use property, followed by a $240 million sale of a portion of
the project utilizing a condominium ownership structure.
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Jack Hart JD

NELSON MULLINS RILEY & SCARBOROUGH, LLP

Partner

LEGAL CONSULTANT

Jack Hart is a partner of Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough,
Nelson Mullins Riley & Scarborough, LLP, offers attorneys in

that time, the Boston office has experienced tremendous

LLP, in its Boston office. As an attorney, his practice focuses on

a range of practice areas. Their practices are both diversified

growth and success. The Boston office is now located in

government relations at the state and federal level, business

and sophisticated, enabling them to offer solutions to the

Post Office Square at the heart of Boston’s Financial District.

strategy, real estate development, public policy, administrative

most challenging legal issues in an array of different areas

With over 40 lawyers in Boston, and the support of the

law, and sports law. Through his relationships at all levels of

of law. Their results-oriented collaborative approach has

500 lawyers located throughout 15 offices, they meet the

government and his background in economic development

made Nelson Mullins the firm of choice for many of the

needs of their clients with comprehensive services in a

issues, Jack is equipped to advocate on behalf of clients to

nation’s leading companies and financial institutions.

wide range of areas while maintaining their commitment

develop and implement successful business strategies.

to individual partner attention to the issues of each client.
Ten years ago, two Boston attorneys opened a small office

Nelson Mullins is focused on continuing to build on their

in the Long Wharf area, establishing Nelson Mullins in the

record of success and the use of their local knowledge

Boston market to serve clients regionally and nationally. Since

for the benefit of their clients’ interests and needs.

Dino Difronzo

DINO DIFRONZO CONSULTING

Principal

NEIGHBORHOOD RELATIONS

Dino has over 30 years’ experience in the public sector and
Dino DiFronzo is an integral member of the HYM

private sector providing coordination and outreach for a

development team and is currently working on the

wide range of industries including real estate development,

Government Center Garage Redevelopment and the

construction, health care, transit, and the entertainment industry.

NorthPoint project. Dino’s services include municipal
coordination, permitting, stakeholder outreach
and engagement, and community relations.

Tom Palmer

TOM PALMER COMMUNICATION

Principal

MEDIA RELATIONS

A Boston Globe reporter and editor for more than 30
Tom Palmer is an independent communications

years, Tom covered the Central Artery/Ted Williams

consultant in the Boston area. He has extensive experience

Tunnel project (the Big Dig), and later real estate and

in the real estate industry but has clients across a

commercial development. Palmer graduated from the

broad spectrum, including nonprofit organizations.

University of Kansas with a masters in communications.
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Tina Cassidy

INKHOUSE PUBLIC RELATIONS

Executive Vice President, Chief Content

MARKETING AND PUBLIC RELATIONS

Officer & Chief Sustainability Officer

Founded in 2007, InkHouse is a public relations and content

so we’re proud to have earned two “agency of the year”

Tina is the lead strategist on real estate accounts. Her passion

agency for the digital age. They boost the brands and incite

awards, along with The Boston Globe’s 2014 Top Places to

for connecting stories with the right audience has not

interest for early stage startups, Fortune 100 enterprises

Work, The Boston Chamber of Commerce’s Top 10 Small

changed since she began writing. She leads account teams

and lots of companies in between. With offices in Waltham,

Businesses and BostInno’s “Coolest Companies in Boston.”

that work on campaigns, launches, branding, and issues

Massachusetts and San Francisco, California, and 85

management. She runs InkHouse’s Content Bureau, which

professionals on staff, InkHouse has been widely recognized

produces written and visual tools that reflect the voice, vibe

for our work, our culture, our growth and our leadership.

and goals of the organization for which they are written.

Notable among these awards are The Boston Globe’s Top 100

Susan Elsbree

Women-led Businesses, five years on the Boston Business

Real Estate Vice President

Journal’s Pacesetters (a list of the fastest-growing private
companies in Massachusetts) and O’Dwyers ranking of the

Susan is a communications and public affairs professional with

fastest growing PR firms. We firmly believe that a progressive

more than 20 years of experience in the public affairs and non-

workplace is the only way to fuel great work and growth,

profit sectors. She has experience in strategic communications
and message development, expertise in media relations, public
relations, crisis management, event planning and production.
Susan comes to InkHouse with more than 16 years of experience
at the Boston Redevelopment Authority, where she created and
executed complicated messaging and public relations strategies.

Debra Taylor Blair

LINK
CONDOMINIUM REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT

President
Deb founded LINK in 1987 during her senior year of college, after

LINK is a real estate data firm with specialized knowledge

software is tailored for each market to enable seamless

keenly observing a need for a more efficient way to deliver real

in the Boston, Martha’s Vineyard, and Nantucket real estate

searching and state-of-the-art due diligence tools that

estate data to the market. She received a Bachelor of Science

markets. In working with LINK, clients gain access to the most

sophisticated brokers, buyers, sellers, and appraisers require.

in Economics from Northeastern University and completed

complete residential real estate data available, comprehensive

the Harvard Business Schools’ Owner President Management

market reports, advanced export functions, and customized

Program in 2010. She is frequently sourced in the media and

client management to drive their real estate business. LINK’s

has been cited in the The New York Times, The Wall Street
Journal, and has appeared on numerous TV newscasts.

Tina Marie Bacci PHD

RESIS REAL ESTATE
APARTMENT REAL ESTATE CONSULTANT

Principal
Tina is an expert in providing comprehensive research

RESIS is an elite team of real estate agents with comprehensive

property-specific solutions throughout planning, construction,

reports, which are used to develop and execute targeted

research and professional consulting divisions who bring a

marketing, and sales/leasing for a range of development

marketing strategies and to guide clients on maximizing

powerful store of resources to help clients make informed real

types, including large mixed-use developments (i.e., condo-

the profitability of their residential developments. She has

estate decisions. They work with each client’s specific project

hotel or residential/retail urban village products), small

a wide range of real estate experience from international

needs to maximize the resources of a project and to reach

conversions, high-end luxury condominiums or apartments,

relocation and complex title issues to managing on-site

an expedient and profitable conclusion to the sales/leasing

emerging market or first-time buyer residences, vacation

sales and marketing operations at several developments.

and marketing program. RESIS provides comprehensive,

and second-home communities, and anything in between.

DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT

HYM, in partnership with the St. Anthony Shrine & Ministry Center, proposes a unique and innovative
development plan that uses existing community assets and creates new civic spaces as the cornerstones
to further stimulate and enhance the revitalization of Downtown Boston. Specifically, HYM is proposing
to demolish the Winthrop Square Garage at 115 Winthrop Square and create a new civic destination that
will include a new open-air public plaza surrounded by a new St. Anthony Shrine Church, a new Friary
and Ministry Center for the Franciscans, and a new Downtown Boston school. Below these three new
civic buildings and the public plaza will be a below-grade public parking garage which will continue
to provide important parking supply to the area. A new high-rise residential tower on the existing St.
Anthony Shrine site will bring new residents and improved vibrancy to this area of Downtown Boston.
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To summarize, the overall development program is compelling because it:

»

Creates a unique civic destination with a new open-air public plaza that will be a
truly welcoming place for all Boston residents, workers, and visitors of Boston.

»

Revitalizes and relocates St. Anthony Shrine & Ministry Center to better accommodate HNP’s civic
missions including, but not limited to, the Franciscan Food Center, community meeting spaces, a
variety of counseling options, and a computer lab service, all of which serve a wide demographic.

»

Incorporates the construction of a new Downtown Boston school that provides an additional
option for the growing residential population of this part of the City. The school is also expected
to feature flexible community spaces available beyond the typical school day schedule.

»

Reconnects — through new urban passageways — the existing Winthrop Square Park
with Federal Street and ties together a larger public realm network that includes the
Boston Common, Post Office Square Park, and the Rose Kennedy Greenway.

The interaction of the existing Winthrop Square Park and new public plaza — along with new
through-block connections between Federal and Devonshire Streets and Otis and Arch Streets — will

»

Includes a new, below-grade public parking garage for a part of Downtown
which currently has limited public parking availability.

create a new civic destination that will dramatically change and open up this area of Downtown.
With patrons of the Shrine, friary, and students at the new school sharing this expanded civic space
with office workers and tower residents, the neighborhood will take on an entirely new character.

»

Introduces an iconic residential tower with vibrant ground-floor retail and a public lobby and
passageway that will serve as the entrance of the new public theater space (described below).

The new residential tower will add significant 18/7 vitality to the Financial District, which
continues to be dominated by nine-to-five office uses. The residential tower will bring a mix of

»

within the residential tower that will offer performance and practice

residents with its combination of condominiums, rental apartments, and several floors of co-

space to the public (bands, choirs, acting groups, etc.)

living housing, a new innovative shared housing concept that will increase housing options
through smaller units with shared kitchen and communal areas. In addition, the residential
tower will include a new 10,000-square-foot, double-height practice and performance theater
that will serve the public, including community groups and individuals from the performing
arts community (theater, music, dance) to have a practice and performance space.

30

Features a 10,000-square-foot, double-height community performance space

»

Will comply fully with the Mayor’s Inclusionary Development Policy (IDP),
while also providing additional innovative “co-living opportunities” to a
demographic that may otherwise be priced out of the market.

Development Program Details and Phasing Plan

PHASE NAME

DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT COMPONENT

BGG

500 space below-grade garage

BIA

40,000-square-foot Downtown Boston school

B1B

20,000-square-foot new St. Anthony Shrine Church

B1C

117,000-square-foot new Friary & Ministry Center

PLAZA

16,000 square feet new public plaza and
tree-lined pedestrian walkways

B2

725-foot Class A residential tower

The components of the development program are detailed in the next several pages and illustrate
how this plan uses existing community assets and creates new civic spaces as cornerstones
to further enhancement of the long-term vitality of Downtown Boston’s public realm.

HYM is proposing a phased approach to this transformative development plan (note: a
detailed schedule for the entire development program can be found in lmplementation
Plan on page 65). The unique characteristic of this proposal is that it features superior
urban planning, most evident in the fact that almost all of its public benefits — improved
civic and cultural spaces, new public plaza, more public parking — are realized in the initial
phases of the development rather than at the end. Also, the created public spaces are
truly open, accessible, and welcoming to all residents, workers and visitors of Boston.

Furthermore, unlike other proposals, there is not a significant office component that requires
a commitment from a large tenant in order to commence construction. Instead, HYM and
its development team are in a position to immediately begin executing this project.
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(food center, counseling, etc.) at St. Anthony Shrine also attract

tremendous community benefit. In addition to the 29

collaboration with the City of Boston, will construct a 5-story,

and benefit thousands throughout the City of Boston. In close

Friar living units, the new building will also provide more

40,000-square-foot school (approximately $500/square

The initial component of HYM’s proposal calls for the

collaboration with the Franciscan Friars, HYM and its design

efficient space for the friars to better operate and/or host:

foot). This new school is intended to aid the city’s ability

demolition of the vacant parking facility that currently exists

team will design and construct a new, efficient St. Anthony

Existing Conditions and Phase 1

to attract new families to the Downtown area, particularly
•

The Franciscan Food Center — one of the largest food

those who are currently faced with the challenge of not

at the 115 Winthrop Square site and the construction of a

Shrine church on a portion of the existing Winthrop Square

new, below-grade parking garage for an area of Boston that

Garage site that will sit prominently on the new public plaza

banks in New England — to provide high-quality nutrition

having a school within their neighborhood. The school will

sorely needs it. The plaza garage will feature approximately

and face the existing Winthrop Square Park. The church will

and create an environment of dignity and compassion

feature modern, sustainable design that, at a minimum,

500 spaces and will meet the parking demands of the

also break up the Federal Street superblock by providing two

buildings that sit atop it (church, friary, school). It will provide

open-air urban passageways from Federal Street on either

continued public parking for the area, while also making

side of the church to the new civic plaza. The 8,000-square-

way for the new public plaza above which will be privately

foot church will seat 500 parishoners, feature modern,

maintained and landscaped with garage-generated income.

sustainable design and will allow the friars to continue to
champion its mission from a well-situated downtown area

•

is expected to achieve LEED Gold status (School-New

Community Meetings / Gatherings (e.g.

Construction), and aspire to achieve LEED Platinum.

choir, AA meetings, faith-based, etc.)
•

•

Counseling Opportunities (e.g. faith-

It is also expected that the school will feature ground-

based, marriage, grief ministry, etc.)

floor community space made available beyond the typical
Monday–Friday school day. HYM looks forward to working

Computer Lab (e.g. literacy programs, internet

Phase 2

that is in very close proximity to their existing location.

Following the completion of Phase 1, construction will

Modern Friary & Ministry Center

commence for the three (3) buildings that sit atop

The Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province currently reside in

the parking as well as the expansion of pedestrian

the church and friary/ministry center being anchored for

the top floors of the existing St. Anthony Shrine. The proposed

connections and the public plaza space commence.

generations to come in a new, modern space in a prominent

development plan enables new construction of a Friary and

Parking associated with these components will be served

Downtown location. St. Anthony Shrine also receives a great

Ministry Center and will provide the friars with a new home

by the previously described, below-grade plaza parking

deal of benefit as it will be able to continue its mission

that will allow them to better serve the public and their

garage. Below are details associated with this phase:

from the same general area and be provided with more

mission through better space planning and modern design;

efficient space without any material disruption of their

improved amenities and meeting space; and easy and direct

services or displacement risk from their existing location.

A New, Free-Standing St. Anthony Shrine

to occupy this space and finalize the overall space planning.

In summary, the general public will greatly benefit from

The new building — totaling 140,00 square feet over 11

prayerful setting for its constituents (currently 12 weekend

stories — will replicate and improve upon the existing

and 7 weekday masses). HNP’s religious and social ministries

Friary’s components that exist today — many of which offer

EXISTING CONDITIONS

ST
ANTHONY
SHRINE

PHASE 1

school at this site, other options can be accommodated.
New Public Plaza and Expanded Pedestrian
Connections for Winthrop Square
friary, and school — all situated around a brand new public
plaza will transform the existing 115 Winthrop Square site.
In addition, new through-block pedestrian connections
along the flanks of the new church will help to reconnect

A Downtown Boston School at Winthrop Square.

church in Boston for over 65 years, providing a convenient and

It is also worth noting that if the City does not prefer a

The development of three (3) new civic buildings — church,

access to the adjacent church, street, and plaza areas.

Founded in 1947, the St. Anthony Shrine has been an anchor

Site Phasing

with the City of Boston officials to identify the best candidate

tutorial, etc., for senior citizens or novice users)

Boston’s extensive and historic pedestrian corridors, further

The proposed development plan includes a brand new

activating the new public plaza and the existing Winthrop

Downtown Boston school. HYM and its design team, in

PHASE 2

Square Park. This project will strengthen the overall network

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

115 WINTRHOP
SQUARE
DEMO
DEMO

Demolish existing Winthrop Square Garage;
construct new below-grade garage

32

Construct church, friary,
school, and plaza space

Demolish original St. Anthony Shrine

Construct new residential tower

Approximately 50 units dedicated to co-living housing,

The overall development program is summarized in the table below and is further

plan also includes tabling of sections of Otis Street and

which are meant to accommodate a demographic

detailed in the urban design section later in this document.

Devonshire Street along the existing Winthrop Square

that would otherwise be priced out of market

of open space throughout Downtown. The development

Park (totaling approximately 16,000 square feet), further
enhancing the public realm and allowing for safer travel

•

•

Office Square Park, and The Rose Kennedy Greenway.

Phase 3 and Phase 4

PROJECT COMPONENT

FLOOR AREA

and 239 condominiums

ST ANTHONY SHRINE & MINISTRY CENTER

•

Full compliance with the Mayor’s IDP

CHURCH

•

Below-grade residential tower parking garage in

from the alleys and corridors that pass through this new,
unique civic space and connect to Boston Common, Post

Approximately 285 rental apartments

line with BTD recommended parking ratios

FRIARY & MINISTRY CENTER

117,000 SF

GROUND FLOOR RETAIL
ST ANTHONY SHRINE & MINISTRY CENTER
PUBLIC SPACE
NEW PLAZA & TREE-LINED WALKWAYS

in keeping with adjacency to the Shrine

40,000 SF

includes ground-floor community space

16,000 SF

open-air plaza with new urban passageway connect and new
pedestrian table top area on adjoining streets for improved
pedestrian realm; exclusive of Winthrop Square Park

area. New condominium and rental apartment housing will
vibrant culture in the City. The residential tower will feature:
•

improved residential and public ministry facilities

3,000 SF

tower is intended will bring new residents and vitality to this
add to the density of Downtown while promoting a more

8,000-sf sactuary seats 500 parishoners; lower-level
Franciscan Food Center and meeting space

will deconstruct the existing St. Anthony Shrine and build
At 725 feet tall — 785,000 square feet and 60 stories — the

140,000 SF
20,000 SF

Upon completion of the St. Anthony Shrine relocation, HYM
a new residential building set back from Winthrop Square.

DESCRIPTION

PLAZA PARKING GARAGE

228,000 SF

up to 500 below-grade parking spaces

RESIDENTIAL TOWER

785,000 SF

60 stories, 725 feet

CONDOMINIUMS

411,000 SF

239 units

potential to achieve LEED Platinum) that pushes

RENTAL APARTMENTS

321,700 SF

285 units

the envelope on sustainable design through

CO-LIVING APRTMENTS

38,500 SF

50 units

PUBLIC THEATER

10,000 SF

double-height space available to general public

Bold, iconic design and LEED Gold status (with

innovative measures determined in conjunction
with the Boston Environmental Department
•

A visually appealing, and welcoming lobby area
with 4,000 square feet of ground-floor retail and

GROUND-FLOOR RETAIL

3,800 SF

TOWER PARKING GARAGE

120,000 SF

further activates area
up to 300 below-grade parking spaces

a public entrance to the public theater space
and passageway to other areas of Downtown
•

10,000-square-foot, double-height theater offering
practice and performance space to the public
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Summary of Zoning Relief / Zoning Amendments
HYM, with guidance and support from permitting attorney,

is avoided, and greater separation is created between the new

DLA Piper, and permitting consultant, VHB, will employ a broad

residential tower and the neighboring high-rise buildings .

and inclusive approach to permitting for the proposed project

A list of permits and approvals which may be required for the proposed project is included below.
AGENCY NAME

and intends to work with all interested community groups,

Downtown projects of similar scope to the proposed

abutters, governmental agencies, and other stakeholders

project often proceed as Planned Development Areas

in designing and permitting the proposed project.

(PDA) under the Zoning Code. At least four PDA Projects

PERMIT/APPROVAL/REVIEW

FEDERAL
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

Determination of Non-Hazard to Air Navigation

US ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

NPDES Stormwater Notice of Intent

are located within about one block from St. Anthony
The proposed project is located in the B-10 Zoning District,

Shrine (Millennium Tower, 33 Arch Street, 101 Arch Street,

Subdistrict M of the Downtown Interim Planning Overlay

and 75-101 Federal Street). The Winthrop Square Garage is

District (the Downtown IPOD), and the Restricted Parking

located in a portion of the Downtown IPOD where Planned

Overlay District. The proposed high-rise building component

Development Areas are permitted. St. Anthony Shrine is

exceeds the height and FAR permitted under applicable

located in a portion of the Downtown IPOD where PDAs

zoning, as does a number of high-rise tower buildings

are not permitted under current zoning. HYM believes

located within a two-block radius of the proposed project,

that the desirability of high-rise residential development in

including Millennium Tower, 33 Arch Street, 101 Arch Street,

the downtown area, and the advantages of redeveloping

One Federal Street, 100 Federal Street, 101 Federal Street,

the Winthrop Square Garage site in conjunction with St.

and 100 Summer Street. The proposed project is consistent

STATE
EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

MEPA Review (if applicable)

MASSACHUSETTS DEPARTMENT OF

Environmental Results Program (ERP) Certification

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

for Engines; Notice of Construction/Demolition

MASSACHUSETTS WATER RESOURCES AUTHORITY

Temporary Construction Site Dewatering Permit

Anthony Shrine, justify a revision to the applicable zoning

MASSACHUSETTS HISTORICAL COMMISSION

Determination of No Adverse Impact (if required)

with the height and FAR of Millennium Tower and many

provisions allowing for the creation of a PDA that includes

LOCAL

of the other buildings in the immediate neighborhood.

St. Anthony Shrine, the Winthrop Square Garage, and the

It will present a smaller profile than other towers with

plaza to be constructed as part of the proposed project.

floor plates that range from approximately 19,000 square

Article 80B Large Project Review; Planned Development
BOSTON REDEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY

Area and Development Plan Approval; Cooperation

feet at the ground floor and elegantly tapers down to

The proposed project will comply with all applicable

Agreement; Affordable Housing Agreement; Boston

approximately 11,000 square feet as the building rises.

requirements of the Boston Zoning Code, including

Residents Construction Employment Plan

Article 80 review and design review by the Boston Civic
The proposed project, by incorporating the St. Anthony

Design Commission. The proposed project will also

Shrine site, represents an urban design that is superior to

comply fully with the City’s affordable housing and

proposals that utilize the Winthrop Square Garage for high-rise

employment policies. Any required State-level review

development. By placing the high-rise component where St.

under the Massachusetts Environmental Policy Act

Anthony Shrine is now located, rather than at the Winthrop

(MEPA) or the Massachusetts Historical Commission Act

Garage site, shadow impacts on the existing Winthrop Square

will be coordinated with Article 80 review by the BRA.

Park are minimized, additional “canyonization” of Federal Street

BOSTON ZONING COMMISSION

Planned Development Area and Development Plan Approval

BOSTON CIVIC DESIGN COMMISSION

Design Review
Construction Management Plan; Permits and Approvals

BOSTON TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT

Lighting; Transportation Access Plan Agreement
BOSTON AIR POLLUTION CONTROL COMMISSION

Parking Freeze Permit

BOSTON PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS COMMISSION

Specific Repair Plan; Excavation Support License (if required)

BOSTON PUBLIC SAFETY COMMISSION

Fuel Storage License and Garage Permit

BOSTON WATER AND SEWER COMMISSION
BOSTON INSPECTIONAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
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for Curb Cuts, Street Opening/Closing, and Street

Sewer Connection and Cross Connection
Permits; Water Permit; Hydrant Permit
Building Permit

Transportation and Parking

Pedestrian Access & Flow

Vehicular & Loading Access & Flow

The proposed development program is one that will truly

Loading, servicing for the school, church, and Friary and

enhance the public realm experience in Winthrop Square

Ministry Center are currently expected to take place

through the tabling of sections of Otis Street and Devonshire

along Federal Court, and access to the plaza parking

Street along the existing Winthrop Square Park (totaling

garage is proposed at Devonshire Street. HYM will

approximately 9,000 square feet), allowing for safer travel

also work with direct abutters to determine if parking

from the alleys and corridors that pass through the unique

access can occur along Federal Street by tying into

civic space. It will also strengthen the network of open space

existing below-grade parking structures. The residential

throughout Downtown by reconnecting Winthrop Square

tower will have loading and servicing access along Otis

with new urban passageways that will provide links to

Street and parking garage access on Arch Street.

Boston Common, Post Office Square Park, and the Greenway.
These public realm improvements to Winthrop Square

Parking

are proposed to support and enhance non-auto-centric
improvements to the pedestrian environment, unlocking

Vehicular parking supply is determined by a combination

an opportunity for meaningful events to take place in the

of BTD guidelines, market trends, and available physical

area, while still maintaining appropriate vehicular access.

space. Howard Stein Hudson — the traffic engineer for
this proposed project — has extensive knowledge and

Bicycle Access & Flow

understanding of parking trends in the Boston area. Surveys
of various downtown residential projects indicate that these

The proposed improvements to the public realm create the

ratios are within appropriate market trends and fall below

opportunity for HYM to work collaboratively with Boston

the BTD maximum guidelines. The proposed development

Transportation Department (BTD) to allow for new bicycle

program includes five to six below-grade parking levels.

future public parking demand in the area. The remaining 625

be met within the proposed garage under the plaza.

commercial public parking spaces allocated to the site by the

Church parking, which is heaviest on weekends, can be

Plaza Parking Garage

Boston Air Pollution Control Commission (BAPCC) will revert

accommodated in area parking garages that typically

may present opportunities to incorporate short-term bicycle

An approximate 500-space below-grade commercial public

back to the downtown parking freeze bank. The parking meets

peak early afternoon on weekdays, including the proposed

parking opportunities as well as an adjacent Hubway station,

parking garage is proposed at the former Winthrop Square

the parking demands of the buildings that will sit atop of it and

garage under the church and friary buildings.

all of which will fit seamlessly with the proposed uses.

parking garage site and will be located under the Friary and

provides additional supply to a part of Boston that needs it.

accommodations along Federal Street, Otis Street and Arch
Street. Furthermore, the creation of the open air plaza space

Downtown Boston School

Ministry Center, church, and school buildings, and the new
public plaza. Prior to tthe existing garage closing several years

New St. Anthony Shrine & Ministry Center

As is typical with City of Boston school projects, only a

ago, it provided 1,125 commercial public parking spaces to the

Parking specific to the church and the friary will not

minimal amount of parking are required, if any. Often

downtown core. The proposed garage will serve current and

be provided on-site; however, any parking demand can

in the downtown core, school staff is not provided with
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on-site parking and are required to seek parking in area

Travel Demand Management Strategies

public parking garages and lots. Similarly, this project will
not provide on-site parking specifically for the proposed

HYM is committed to implementing Transportation Demand

school but it can also be accommodated in the garage

Management (TDM) measures to minimize automobile

proposed under the site, should any be needed.

usage and project-traffic impacts, and looks forward to

•

On-site transportation coordinator

•

Secure bicycle parking areas and on-site
external bike racks for area visitors

working with the City of Boston to develop a TDM program
However, the inclusion of this 500-space garage is important

appropriate to the project. The project will take full advantage

given the large number of parking options being reduced

of the site’s excellent transit access to encourage the use

or converted into other uses, and it is expected that this

of non-vehicular modes of travel and will reinforce this

new garage will service the demand that exists in an

relationship with marketing materials to future residents.

•

to residents, guests, and employees

area where parking is currently extremely limited.
A full array of TDM measures will be described and

Distribution of transit maps and schedules

Opportunity for a one-time free annual MBTA subway
pass per residential unit during the first year of operation

•

Provision of spaces in each garage for a car sharing
service (e.g,, Zipcar and/or Enterprise CarShare).

Sponsorship of a Hubway bike sharing
station on-site or nearby

•

•

•

Incorporation of electric vehicle charging stations
to accommodate 5% of the total parking, sufficient
infrastructure capacity for future accommodation
of at least 15% of the total parking spaces; and

Provision of orientation packets to new residents

designation of up to 5% of the parking spaces as

Tower Parking Garage

evaluated in the transportation study included as part

containing information on available transportation

preferred parking for low-emission vehicles.

A total of approximately 300 on-site parking spaces

of the City’s Article 80 Large Project Review and later

choices, including public transportation routes/schedules,

will be provided in a below-grade garage under the

codified in Transportation Access Plan Agreement

nearby car-sharing and bicycle-sharing locations

residential tower. At an average ratio of approximately

(“TAPA”) between the Proponent and the Boston

0.50 per unit, these are split out by residential type in the

Transportation Department, and is expected to include:

following ratios, and fall below BTD’s maximum ratios:
•

0.90 spaces per condominium unit

•

0.30 spaces per rental apartment unit

Users of the practice/performance theater, located in the
residential tower, will have minimal impact on the area
parking situation, as their peak periods of use —
generally weekday evenings and weekends — will
correspond to off-peak hours for office workers and
they will be able to use the garage under the plaza.
Ground-floor retail at the residential tower is anticipated.
Parking for retail uses in Boston’s downtown core relies
on area public garages and parking lots. BTD maximum
guidelines for non-residential land use in this neighborhood
are 0.40 spaces per 1,000 square feet. The project will
not provide on-site parking specifically for retail uses.
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•

•

Annual (or more frequent) newsletter, bulletin, or
website encouraging no-auto travel options

Infrastructure Provision

Utility Easements

Groundwater Evaluation and
Monitoring Strategy

Based on a review of the plans provided in the RFP and

Site Improvements Overview
As described in the Development Program and
Urban Design components of this RFP,

a review of Boston Water and Sewer Commission GIS

The Winthrop Square development site is not within the

data, it does not appear that there are any existing utility

Groundwater Conservation Overlay District as defined in

The proposed development program is one that will truly

easements. Therefore, at this time, no relocations are

Boston Zoning Code Article 32, and therefore not subject to its

enhance the public realm experience in Winthrop Square by

proposed. Should relocations be required, the project

provisions related to groundwater protections. The project will,

creating a new open-air plaza, tabling of sections of Otis Street

team will work with the appropriate utility provider to

however, include installation and monitoring of groundwater

and Devonshire Street along the existing Winthrop Square

determine the most effective relocation strategy.

observation wells in the vicinity of the site to establish area

Park (totaling approximately 9,000 square feet), will allow for

groundwater levels before and during project construction.

Interface with Existing Public
Streets and Sidewalks

safer travel from the alleys and corridors that pass through

Also, the project design and construction will be implemented

this unique civic space. It will also strengthen the network of

to avoid adverse impacts to groundwater levels around the site.

open space throughout Downtown by reconnecting Winthrop

As described elsewhere in our proposal, the project team is

It is anticipated that it will be necessary to evaluate the

proposing substantial public realm improvements including

to Boston Common, Post Office Square and the Greenway.

potential for infiltrating a portion of site stormwater

significant enhancements to Winthrop Square and the

The project team will work with the BRA and other city

runoff in order to limit discharge to municipal storm

creation of new connectivity through the existing site. The 115

agencies (such as the Public Improvement Commission)

drain and sewer systems. The team is committed to

Winthrop Square project team imagines that the proposed

to select materials and landscape elements appropriate

implementing all such regulatory requirements in a

public realm materials (all subject to City review and approval)

for the site and to help invigorated its sense of place.

manner that is supportive of the City’s policy objectives.

Square with new urban passageways that will provide links

will be designed to be compatible both with the existing
urban fabric and the proposed urban design elements. Where
possible, the Project will strive to consolidate curb cuts and
to create an environment that respects pedestrians, bicyclists,
and drivers. As the site is located convenient to multiple nodes
of public transit, pedestrian access will be a project priority.
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Environmental Remediation and Sustainability

Control of high solar-gain through various facade

Projects that are developed in dense urban areas — such as the Winthrop Square area —

Sustainable Design

sometimes present environmental challenges. In order to successfully address remediation

The high-performance and sustainability of this

and sustainability issues, a sound environmental strategy must be incorporated at the planning

project will derive from the process of its design.

stages and be revisited throughout the lifespan of the project. The environmental engineer for

To limit environmental impractical fossil fuel use, priority will

gain, which combined with a stone or tile floor finish, creates

the proposed project is Vertex Environmental, a well-established, highly-skilled, locally-based

be given to creating and integrating passive systems over

a passive-solar thermal-mass, reducing the heating load.

firm that has completed several projects of comparable size and scale in urban areas.

systems are utilized for heating, cooling, and daylighting, the

Operable windows provide natural ventilation and

less the project will be reliant on external, potentially fallible

natural cooling. Strategic placement of energy-efficient

energy sources. In the event of a crisis, large or small, this

ceiling fans increases the natural cooling season.

Environmental Remediation

Once the existing conditions are assessed, the next step is

materials where exterior views are less important.

facades have some of their windows oriented for winter solar

active systems, (natural vs. mechanical). As more passive

project will remain more hospitable and more resilient.
The tower has two double-height open-air roof amenity areas

to identify and quantify environmental risks, understand the
The four main stages of the strategy for managing

known and unknown site conditions, and come to a consensus

Sun, Wind, Light, and Water

environmental issues — which are listed and

on the safest and most feasible remediation strategy.

Boston is a sunny city — metaphorically and visually. The

further detailed below — include:
•
•

•

Preliminary assessment of site conditions

project’s buildings will exploit, embrace — and control —
The final step in the remediation strategy is to design and

the power of the sun. The location of the residential tower

implement a remediation plan that dovetails with construction

setback from Winthrop Square is beneficial to the area.

that punctuate the building, creating open-air terraces for
flora, fauna, and people and providing a natural ecosystem
within the overall mass of the building. The roof structure
at these two locations is robust enough to accommodate
plantings that flourish year-round. These areas are adjacent
to, and complement, other interior residential amenity areas.

Evaluating overall risk and identifying

in a safe, sustainable, and efficient manner. The plan should

risk mitigation measures

be designed to consider the safety of construction workers,

Residential Tower

surrounding occupants, and future users of the site. Some

Will investigate the use of specialized glass above the

methods that may be implemented as part of the proposed

eye-level window mullion, which, combined with dual-

project may include the excavating and trucking soil out

function exterior sun-shelf/sun-shade to penetrate

Developing and implementing a remediation

of the area, creating a detailed soil management plan and

daylighting into the units and common spaces.

plan to protect the safety of the public,

proper environmental monitoring program, and, if necessary

are otherwise daily use amenity and community rooms that

on site workers and future users.

and planned in advance, measures such as Activity and Use

are easily converted to gathering spaces during crisis events.

Coordinating remediation activities
during construction, and

•

Residential units and common spaces on the east and south

A resilience “bounce-back” center is located here, adjacent to
the open-air terrace, to assist neighbors during and after an
urban acute shock or infrastructure failure. It itself has a robust
infrastructure to maintain operation, contains a supply of critical
resources such as water and first-aid, and utilizes spaces that

Limitations and clean utility corridors can be implemented.
The first phase in any remedial strategy is to assess

Bird collisions will be minimized by creating zones where there

existing site conditions, beginning with a review of

is obstruction directly through to the opposite glass corner.

historical records. Depending on site history, additional
assessment of soil, groundwater, indoor air, and hazardous
building materials (e.g., asbestos, lead-based paint,
and polychlorinated biphenyls) may be warranted.
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LEED-CERTIFIED BUILDING

725 FEET
GREEN ROOF

A dual waste-chute system and composting
TAPERED FORM
REDUCES WIND LOAD
BALCONIES AND TERRACES
REDUCE DOWN-WASHING WINDS

option will be explored as well.
On the upper-most roof is a pre-planted tray system,

PHOTOVOLTAIC
GLAZING

with low plantings able to withstand the rigors of the
altitude and allowing open vistas at upper levels.

OPERABLE WINDOWS FOR
NATURAL VENTILATION

SOLAR SHADING ON
SOUTH WEST FACADE

The Friary Building
Roof-top gardening — transferring the sun’s energy
to food production — for farm-to-table use for the

DOUBLE-GLAZED
LOW-E GLAZING

community building’s consumers, as a teaching tool for
the community’s students, as a food source during crisis.

WATER EFFICIENT
FIXTURES

Solar photovoltaic panels and solar-thermal
tubes on the accessible roof and on selective
overhangs generating power and hot-water.

GREY WATER
RECYCLING

Rooftop rain-water collection is used
for the top floor roof garden.

WINTER GARDEN
AMENITY SPACE

A resilience “bounce-back” center is located on an upper floor
of the building, above the flood zone, to assist the friars during
and after an urban acute shock or infrastructure failure. It itself
has a robust infrastructure to maintain operation, contains
a supply of critical resources such as water and first-aid, and
utilizes spaces that are otherwise daily use rooms that are

INNOVATIVE
CO-LIVING

$$$
$$$
$

easily converted to gathering spaces during crisis events.
A Boston Bikes Hubway station can be located adjacent
to the building, along with regular use bike racks, and a

STORMWATER
COLLECTION

133 FEET

bike repair/teaching workshop within the building.
The Church

78 FEET

The form of the church allows it to have a central
“chimney” — providing stack-ventilation of the
summer’s heat. It also collects the light of the sky and

AHU

brings it down to the realm of the church-goer.
The church’s low height and location allows it during
the warm seasons to be naturally shaded and naturally
CONDOMINIUM

ventilated, linking the church and its people to the adjacent
SHADED WALKWAYS

APARTMENTS

environs of the plaza. A colonnade creates a transition
CENTRAL PLANT
COOLING TOWER

CO-LIVING

FRIARY & MINISTRY CENTER
HUBWAY DOCK
CHURCH

MAKE-UP WATER FOR
COOLING TOWERS

LIGHT SCOOPS ENHANCE
NAURAL LIGHT

space to the openings of the church, buffering it during
inclement weather, and inviting the community to use it.

THEATER/ AMENITY
WATER TREATMENT PLANT
RETAIL

CHILLERS

GREYWATER AND BLACKWATER
COLLECTION
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The plaza outside the church offers heavily-planted
areas for shade, as well as water-porous hardsurface areas to collect the sun’s heat on transitional-

LEED v4 for BD+C: New Construction and Major Renovation

season days in the spring and autumn.

Project Checklist

Project Name:
Date:

USGBC LEED Criteria
To provide a framework for the sustainable design of the

Y

?

N

entire site and the multiple buildings, the project will

1

0

0

Credit

Integrative Process

115 Winthrop Square Boston
18-Apr-2016

1

explore the use of LEED for Neighborhood Development.

14 0

2 Location and Transportation

8

16

Y

Credit

Sensitive Land Protection

1

Y

Credit

High Priority Site

2

3

0

2

0

Credit

Surrounding Density and Diverse Uses

5

1

1

0

Credit

0

Credit

Access to Quality Transit

5

1

1

0

Credit

0

0

Credit

Bicycle Facilities

1

1

1

0

Credit

1

0

0

Credit

Reduced Parking Footprint

1

2

0

0

Credit

1

0

0

Credit

Green Vehicles

1

12

4

0 Indoor Environmental Quality

7

1

2 Sustainable Sites

Each of the three separate buildings will also be

0

0

Credit

designed according to LEED for New Construction.

1

0

0

0

0

2

5

0

5

0

1

We will achieve LEED Gold, and we aspire to LEED Platinum.

Y

Construction Activity Pollution Prevention

13

Storage and Collection of Recyclables

Required

Prereq

Construction and Demolition Waste Management Planning

Required

Credit

Building Life-Cycle Impact Reduction
Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Environmental Product
Declarations
Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Sourcing of Raw Materials

5

Building Product Disclosure and Optimization - Material Ingredients
Construction and Demolition Waste Management

2

Prereq

2
2
2

16

10

Y

Prereq

Minimum Indoor Air Quality Performance

Required

Required

Y

Prereq

Environmental Tobacco Smoke Control

Required
2

1

0

0

Credit

Site Assessment

1

1

1

0

Credit

Enhanced Indoor Air Quality Strategies

0

0

2

Credit

Site Development - Protect or Restore Habitat

2

2

1

0

Credit

Low-Emitting Materials

3

1

0

0

Credit

Open Space

1

1

0

0

Credit

1

2

1

0

Credit

Rainwater Management

3

1

1

0

Credit

Construction Indoor Air Quality Management Plan
Indoor Air Quality Assessment

2

0

0

Credit

Heat Island Reduction

2

1

0

0

Credit

Thermal Comfort

1

1

0

0

Credit

Light Pollution Reduction

1

2

0

0

Credit

Interior Lighting

2

2

1

0

Credit

Daylight

3

11

1

0

0

Credit

Quality Views

1

1

0

0

Credit

Acoustic Performance

1

7

4

0 Water Efficiency

2

Y

Prereq

Outdoor Water Use Reduction

Required

Y

Prereq

Indoor Water Use Reduction

Required

Prereq

Required

6

0

0 Innovation

2

5

0

0

Credit

Innovation

5

1

0

0

Credit

LEED Accredited Professional

1

4

0

0 Regional Priority

4

1

0

0

Credit

Regional Priority: Renewable Energy Production

1

33

1

0

0

Credit

Regional Priority: Optimize Energy Performance

1

Y
2

0

0

Credit

Building-Level Water Metering
Outdoor Water Use Reduction

4

2

0

Credit

Indoor Water Use Reduction

6

0

2

0

Credit

Cooling Tower Water Use

2

1

0

0

Credit

Water Metering

1

21 7

40

Prereq

3

2 Materials and Resources

16

LEED for Neighborhood Development Location

0

5 Energy and Atmosphere

6

Y

Prereq

Fundamental Commissioning and Verification

Required

1

0

0

Credit

Regional Priority: Indoor Water Use Reduction

1

Y

Prereq

Minimum Energy Performance

Required

1

0

0

Credit

Regional Priority: Rainwater Management

1

Y

Prereq

Building-Level Energy Metering

Required

Y

Prereq

Fundamental Refrigerant Management

Required

6

0

0

Credit

Enhanced Commissioning

6

10

5

3

Credit

Optimize Energy Performance

18

1

0

0

Credit

Advanced Energy Metering

1

0

0

2

Credit

Demand Response

2

1

2

0

Credit

Renewable Energy Production

3

1

0

0

Credit

Enhanced Refrigerant Management

1

2

0

0

Credit

Green Power and Carbon Offsets

2

80 19 11 TOTALS

Possible Points:

Certified: 40 to 49 points, Silver: 50 to 59 points, Gold: 60 to 79 points, Platinum: 80 to 110

This LEED checklist applies to the Tower building.
The site will be designed with the LEED Neighborhood Development criteria framework.
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Economic Development Strategy

The proposed development plan envisions the creation of a vibrant urban environment through
a mix of previously-described uses anchored by new and/or improved cultural and civic spaces as
well as a much-improved public realm. The phased strategy provides community benefits within
the initial phases of the project; creates more manageable construction impacts, and will ultimately
substantially improve the vitality, urban design and architectural character of Downtown Boston.

Given the true mixed-use nature of the proposed project, the site, in its finished condition, will accommodate
a wide variety of end-users. This list of on-site benefactors includes, but is not limited to, the following:

Shrine-Related

benefit from flexible, efficient community space opportunities
expected to be incorporated into the design so that it can

The Franciscan Friars of Holy Name Province will continue their

be used beyond a typical Monday-Friday school schedule.

mission in new, improved space for many generations to come

Garage-Related
Diverse mix of people who participate in the
Franciscan ministries offered today, including:

Visitors to the church, friary, and/or school, as well
as employees of the Downtown area, will have

•

•

The hungry and homeless who participate in “Bread

access to a below-grade parking lot in an area

on the Common” and the “Franciscan Food Center”

where off-street parking is extremely limited.

Churchgoers at any number of the 47 weekly
services (12 weekend, 7 weekday) offered

•

Residential-Related

Participants in other ministries at the Shrine:

A wide demographic of people (e.g., families, young

marriage counseling, grief counseling, alcoholic

professionals, empty nesters) looking for living opportunities

anonymous meetings, wellness center,

— both for sale, and rental — in the Downtown Boston area.

computer training, faith-based retreats, etc.
People who find value in the proposed co-living option
and may avoid being priced-out of the Downtown area.

School-Related
Hundreds of Boston school students (and parents who
may not have a neighborhood alternative) will be able
to enjoy a modern learning space created at the site.
Individuals and civic groups in the Downtown area will

115 WINTHROP SQUARE /

Public Theater-Related
The general public — in particular bands, choirs,
civic groups, nearby schools/universities — can take
advantage of the 10,000-square-foot, double-height
public theater space located within the building.
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The general public stands to benefit from the proposed project as well, most notably from the
superior urban design, public realm improvements, job creation, and additional tax revenues.
The general public benefits associated with the proposed project are listed below.

Public Realm-Related

Include 50 co-living units which will cater to a
demographic who would otherwise be priced

Additional 18/7 activity in Downtown Boston created

out of the Downtown Boston market.

by presence of new residents to the area.
Over 1,000 construction jobs in all trades throughout the
Increased permeability and walkability through

course of the development and over 30 permanent jobs

significant new plaza space, positively complementing

within the residential tower. Additionally, scores of jobs

the existing Winthrop Square Park by further activating

at the new school and the relocated St. Anthony Shrine

the are with residential and cultural/civic uses.

& Ministry Center will be created and/or maintained.
HYM and its development team will maintain a full

Enhanced public realm experience in Winthrop Square

commitment to the Boston Resident Jobs Policy, including

through the “tabling” of sections of Otis Street and Devonshire

the Boston Residents Construction Employment Plan.

Street along the existing Winthrop Square Park (totaling
approximately 9,000 SF), allowing for safer travel from the alleys

Approximately $2.5 million in new

and corridors that pass through this new, unique civic space.

local real estate tax revenue.

Strengthened network of open space throughout

Transportation-Related

Downtown, by connecting Winthrop Square with new
urban passageways, linking it to Boston Common,

Implementation of Boston Complete Street Guidelines

Post Office Square Park and the Greenway.

with potential provision of new bicycle lanes and
enhanced pedestrian experience in the area.

Social and Economic-Related
On-site bicycle storage facility for residents and exterior
A new civic plaza that is truly open, welcoming and

at-grade short-term bike parking for visitors.

accessible to all residents, workers and visitors of Boston.
A new Hubway bike share station adjacent
HNP able to continue their important mission from a new

to the new public plaza.

St. Anthony Shrine in a prominent Downtown location.
Below-grade, public parking for an area of Boston that
A new public theater supported directly by
the residential tower, allowing for practice and

needs it — revenue from the plaza garage will also allow
for impeccable upkeep of the surrounding landscape.

performance by a variety of performance arts groups,
including school bands, theater groups, etc.

Promotion of the extensive transportation
infrastructure surrounding the proposed project

A catalyst for continued growth and redevelopment in

site, including the MBTA subway and bus lines.

Downtown Boston — the project’s civic and residential
components will add significant 18/7 vitality to an area

Sustainability-Related

which is currently dominated by nine-to-five office uses.
Better light and views by locating the proposed
Approximately 608 new housing units — including

residential tower on the existing St. Anthony Shrine

285 rental apartments, 239 condominiums —

site, which allows better spacing between the

and fully comply with the Mayor’s IDP.

proposed tower and existing downtown towers,

New open-air plaza that has significant sunlight

Beneficial impacts on water quality updating to current

throughout the day, particularly in the mornings

stormwater management standards, including rainwater

and afternoons, providing a unique refuge from the

harvesting for on-site re-use and phosphorous mitigation.

long unbroken blocks of the Financial District.
Electric Vehicle (EV) charging stations at both
Take advantage of existing infrastructure in surrounding area

garage components and preferred parking

developed to support the density of the downtown core.

for low-emitting/fuel-efficient vehicles.

Revitalization of a defunct, above-ground parking
facility and use land more efficiently by providing
a transformative mixed-use development.
Incorporation sustainability throughout by thoughtfully
planning for efficient use of energy and resources
through all stages of design and during operations.
A unique and sustainable project developed in
compliance with Article 37 of the Boston zoning
code, targeting a LEED for New Construction Gold
rating with aspirations of LEED Platinum.
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Urban Design

This innovative proposal for the redevelopment of the 115 Winthrop Square site “changes the game”
by introducing the opportunity to expand the site and the program; to enchance physical
connections through several blocks of the Financial District; to create community facilities for
performance, for education, for worship and for simple, unplanned interaction; and to truly
contribute to a strong pedestrian environment. We have taken a big view of the neighborhood —
at street level and at the skyline.

At street level, we have expanded Winthrop Square

At the skyline, we propose to remove the new tower from

to the east with a new St. Anthony Shrine, Franciscan

the tight confines of 115 Winthrop Square and locate the

Friary and Downtown Boston School with surrounding

tower at 100 Arch Street where there is a ring of light and

new open space; and to the west with a new through-

air. Into this space, we propose a thin, sculpted tower of 725

block connection at 100 Arch Street, Winthrop Square

feet whose elegant form is visible within the High Spine.

becomes a cultural hub in the heart of the Financial District
with live, play, learn and worship venues. The proposal

St. Anthony Shrine, the Franciscan Friary, a new Downtown

makes new meaningful public space — open to the sky

Boston school and new performance spaces are all important

as a common ground for a diverse group of users.

destinations, bringing new life and energy to Winthrop Square.
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IMPROVE PEDESTRIAN NET WORK

FRANKLIN STREET TONTINE CRESCENT

The proposed pedestrian passage through the site connects surrounding pockets of green and enhances the permeability and walkability of the City.

The proposed passage through the site reinforces the

0’ 100’
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curve of the Franklin Street Tontine Crescent.

This proposal expands the public realm and provides new, long-term vitality in this part of the
Financial District by creating new connections and pathways, combining public spaces and private
uses, and bringing the public realm to multiple levels in several buildings in unique ways. These
new pathways facilitate pedestrian movement between the Rose Kennedy Greenway, Norman B.
Leventhal Park at Post Office Square, Winthrop Square, Downtown Crossing, and Boston Common.
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FRIARY & MINISTRY CENTER

B I C YC L E C I R C U L AT I O N

This proposal locates an 785,000 square-foot mixed-use residential tower on the 100

3

NEW DOWNTOWN BOSTON SCHOOL

Our response proposes a bigger impact — more publicly accessible

Arch Street site and a School, Church and Friary on the 115 Winthrop Square site.

4

RESIDENTIAL TOWER

open space, greater mix of uses, a more diverse mix of users.

PROPOSED SITE PL AN
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EXISTING CONDITIONS AND RFP TOWER
Two Sites
There is an important
opportunity to connect the
115 Winthrop Square and 100
Arch Street sites to create a
shared amenity for the city.

Gesture
These two sites relate in
geometry and are spliced
together by Winthrop Square.

115 Winthrop Square garage site is pinched by two 380-foot-tall towers.

A 725-foot tower on this site would have a negative impact on the adjacent buildings.

Pedestrian Flow
Three smaller buildings at
the 115 Winthrop Square site
create an opportunity for
new connective passageways
through Financial District.

Internal Functions
The tower is split and sculpted
to form a thin, elegant, and
iconic shape on the skyline.

The 725-foot tower at 100 Arch would enjoy views to the north

The 725-foot-tall tower at 100 Arch would also enjoy views to the

and south without impacting neighboring buildings.

east and west without impacting neighboring buildings.

PROPOSED TOWER
48

MASSING EVOLUTION DIAGRAMS

The new residential tower at 100 Arch,
currently the site of St. Anthony Shrine, is
surrounded by light and air, free from the
pinched confines of the 115 Winthrop Square
garage, and thus, will contribute substantially
to the image of Downtown Boston’s skyline.
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The civic character of the design proposal is especially

expanded node in the city will include tabled vehicular ways

areas and make new connections from Federal Street to

expressed at street level with new publicly-accessible open

on Otis Street and Devonshire Street with new street lighting,

Summer Street. The new St. Anthony Shrine church will

space, with community spaces and learning spaces, with

street furniture, bicycle accomodations, and new street trees.

accommodate 500 parishoners at services and will have the

open arcades, and with retail shops and restaurants. This

Stone paving will be used to enhance and expand pedestrian

Franciscan Food Center and meeting space on a lower level.
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Level 2 of the residential tower is home to a new

Level 2 of the Friary and Ministry Center will provide office

performance space — a black box theater — with

space for HNP as well as counseling spaces, meeting

adjacent rehearsal spaces and meeting rooms.

spaces, private chapel, kitchen, and dining commons.
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Co-living respresents an exciting new housing type,
offering affordable living in the heart of Downtown
for an innovative community of city-dwellers.
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The tower at 100 Arch will offer diversity in housing type,
tenure, and accommodation, ensuring a diverse mix of
residents. The Friary and Ministry Center will provide housing
for the friars of St. Anthony Shrine and space for their ministries.
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On floors 29 through 60, the residential tower will
provide approximately 239 condominium residences
with spectacular views in all directions.
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FRANKLIN STREET

ARCH STREET ELEVATION
56

100 ARCH

SUMMER STREET

SUMMER STREET

OTIS STREET ELEVATION

100 ARCH

WINTHROP LANE

FRANKLIN STREET

75-101 FEDERAL

DOWTOWN BOSTON

ST ANTHONY

FRIARY AND

SCHOOL

SHRINE

MINISTRY CENTER

DEVONSHIRE STREET ELEVATION

100 SUMMER

ST ANTHONY

75-101 FEDERAL

SHRINE

FEDERAL STREET ELEVATION
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1
58

By locating of the residential tower at 100 Arch
Street, the building is sufficiently separated
from the adjacent tall towers, creating the
opportunity to make this tower an important
organizing element in the City’s “High Spine.”

With ample surrounding light and air, the tower
can truly contribute to the downtown skyline.

2

1

2
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A new church for St Anthony Shrine and Ministry
Center will be a free-standing structure flanked by
pedestrian paths traversing the Financial District.

Winthrop Square will extend into a new
public plaza surrounded by St Anthony Shrine,
Downtown Boston school, and Friary and
Ministry Center. From the new Shrine, the
through-block connection at 100 Arch is visible.

1
2

1

60

2
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1
62

2
Public lobby at through-block connection.

On Devonshire Street, the travel lane is
tabled and Winthrop Square is expanded. A
vibrant new civic space is created, filled with
residents, school children, business people
of the Financial District, worshipers from the
Shrine and the Franciscan Friars of Holy Name
Province who serve the City of Boston.

1

2
3

3
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Implementation Plan

HYM proposes a phased approach to this transformative development plan that is detailed in the
following pages. Construction of a the new St. Anthony Shrine & Ministry Center, school, below-grade
garage, and public plaza will precede the construction of the residential tower. The phasing creates
a better opportunity to manage and mitigate construction impacts in this urban environment,
and also allows the Franciscan Friars to continue their worship and public ministry uninterrupted.
Furthermore, the most unique characteristic of this urban planning effort is that almost all of its
public benefits — improved civic and cultural spaces, new public plaza, and more public parking —
are realized in the initial phase of the development rather than at the end. The public spaces that
are created are truly open, accessible, and welcoming to all Boston residents, workers, and visitors.
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2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
RFP RESPONSE PROCESS
RFP RESPONSE SUBMISSION
INTERVIEW PROCESS WITH BRA / CITY OF BOSTON
PROVIDE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION TO BRA
SELECTION COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION TO BRA
DUE DILIGENCE
OPTION FEE PAYABLE TO BRA
COMPLETE HYM-HNP (ST ANTHONY SHRINE)
INVESTIGATION OF SITES

CLOSE ON 115 WINTHROP SQUARE SITE

DESIGN
SCHEMATIC DESIGN
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
CONSTRUCTION DOCUMENTS

CD BUILDING PERMIT SET + GMP PRICING SET

PERMITS AND APPROVALS
CITY
STATE / FEDERAL
PROJECT FINANCING
LENDER PROCESS

LENDER CLOSING

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
GMP PROCESS
BUILDING PERMIT PROCESS
CONSTRUCTION (115 WINTHROP SQUARE SITE)

GMP EXECUTION
BOSTON ISD BUILDING PERMIT ISSUANCE / APPROVAL
CONSTRUCTION COMPLETION

BELOW-GRADE PARKING GARAGE
BOSTON SCHOOL
NEW ST ANTHONY SHRINE CHURCH
NEW ST ANTHONY SHRINE FRIARY & MINISTRY CENTER
NEW OPEN-AIR PUBLIC PLAZA
CONSTRUCTION (EXISTING SHRINE / NEW RESIDENTIAL SITE)

CONSTRUCTION
COMPLETION

RESIDENTIAL TOWER AND BELOW-GRADE PARKING GARAGE
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Certificates and Supporting Materials
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CITY OF CAMBRIDGE | Office of the Mayor
April 19th, 2016
Mr. Ed O’Donnell
Director of Real Estate
Boston Redevelopment Authority
One City Hall Square
Boston, MA 02201
Mr. O’Donnell:
As Mayor of the City of Cambridge I am pleased to write to you about the HYM Investment Group and
strongly encourage you to consider them as the developer for the 115 Winthrop Square Site. I am
confident that Cambridge’s ongoing relationship with HYM and their team will continue to help grow our
City in a positive way.
As the master planer of NorthPoint, a mixed-use site which lies primarily in Cambridge, HYM
successfully permitted and have begun to revitalize a part of our city that has otherwise been
underutilized. They have been able to permit and rezone a site, as well as spur some momentum at
NorthPoint by recently completing Twenty|20, a 355-unit apartment community, on a difficult and
shortened schedule. Twenty|20 brings new tax revenue to the City of Cambridge and creates new homes
for our residents that extends and builds upon the vibrancy and energy of East Cambridge. HYM was
successful with incorporating our City’s needs and interests into the Twenty|20 project, most notably the
Brian P. Murphy memorial staircase, a pedestrian connection to the Gilmore Bridge that provides the
public – particularly residents from East Cambridge – with easier and much-needed access to the Orange
line.
I am confident that if HYM is selected for the 115 Winthrop Square Site, they will approach that project
much like the way they approached North Point and Twenty|20 – one that strongly incorporates the
surrounding community, provides transparency and clarity with all its phases, and successfully delivers
on its commitments.
Sincerely,

___________________________

Mayor E. Denise Simmons
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(617) 349-4321
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CITY HALL, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS 02139
FAX: (617) 349-4287
TTY/TDD: (617) 349-4242
EMAIL: dsimmons@cambridgema.gov
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HYM Investment Group, LLC
One Congress Street, 10th Floor
Boston, Massachusetts 02114
(617) 248-8905

